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Introduction 
Choosing a thesis subject is usually quite difficult 
for most students. I was no exception. For awhile I ment-
ally toyed with a number of possibilities that I felt to 
be within the orbit of my particular interests. None, how-
ever, seemed particularly challenging, so I decided to post-
pone choosing until I felt I really has a subject I could 
sink my teeth into. 
Then one day I quite by accident stumbled across Thom-
as A. Bailey's masterpiece, 11 The Man in t h e Street", while 
browsing through the Junior College library. That gave me ,_ .: 
the idea for which I was searching. 
If the American public was so uninformed as Bailey said 
it was, then there had to be an explanation. If the situat-
ion was as serious a s he felt it to be, then something had 
to be done about it. Gradually I was led into asking quest-
ions: What kind of a job were our newspapers doing if the 
electorate showed only a passive interest in foreign aff-
airs? Were they providing reader s with the information they 
needed to be responsible citizens in a democracy? Or were 
they sparing readers the hard f a cts of life and providing 
them, instead, with entertainment vehicles to escape? 
Newspapers, I knew, had been severely criticized on a 
number of counts. They had been accused of misleading and 
confusing the public by concealing and distorting facts. 
-i-
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They had been labeled the tools of vested interest and call-
ed biased on that account. And they had been attacked for 
overloading their columns with trivia and human interest 
1 junk 1 and crime and disaster stories for no other reason 
but to sell newspapers. Summed up, these charges meant that 
newspapers were breaking faith with their public trust. 
Armed with this belief that newspapers were failing 
their readers, I set out to establish proof. Slowly, how-
ever, I came to realize that it would take more than better 
newspapers to draw apathetic and ignorant people out of 
their shells for a closer and more realistic look at the 
rest of the world. I discovered that there were too many 
newspapers that were doing EL ~·reasonably good job of report-
ing the news to lay the blame on the press entirely. If read- 11 
ers were uninformed, then it could be that they were fail-
ing themselves. 
After I shifted the major burden of the blame to read- J, 
II 
ers, I felt that I had to know more about readers. Convinced 
that they don 1 t suddenly become uninformed overnight, I con- 11 
eluded that the problem was basically one for our educators 11 
to solve. It was my fe eling that ignorant and apathetic 
adults grew out of children who were not properly trained 
to read a newspaper in the first place and who were not 
made aware of their duties as citizens. From this idea sprang 
the one of building a newspaper and general information read-
' 
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ing test that could be given to high school students. The 
purpose of it was to show that our young people are just as 
badly informed as adults are and to use it as a springboard 
for making the recommendations found in the last chapter. 
I 
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CHAPTER I 
••• the good newspaper is multiform; 
it may assume any of at least half 
a dozen shapes----half a hundred is 
a more plausible estimate----and 
still remain good. A specified jour-
nal ma y not be good for you, or for 
me; but, really, you know, there are 
several other newspaper readers be-
3ides us two; and the very newspaper 
tha t makes us seasick may be the de-
light of millions. Is it, then, de-
void of merit? I am not prepared to 
say so. 
____ Gerald Johnsonl 
It would be .difficult to r e ject Mr. Johnson's argument 
if one a ccepted his main thesis that a newspaper's merit is 
measured solely in terms of delight or popularity. But can it 
be said tha t a "specified ·Journal" has merit because a reader 
1 finds its comics completely rewarding, or a nother silently 
applauds its thea ter section? Subjectively, that is as far a s 
' each reader is concerned, the newspaper in question may be said 
t o have merit. Ob,jectiveu examined, this writer is not pre-
pared to say so. 
The degree to which a newspaper delights is only a part-
ial guage to its goodness because the newspaper does not ha ve 
as its only function the job of entertaining or delighting. It 
·I' ''·-
1 Gerald Johnson, "Great Newapapera, If Any," Harper's, 
June, 1948. p. S+l 
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has the additional job of informing. To the degree that it 
f a ils to strike a proper balance between these two tasks, 
there is a corresponding loss in merit. 
In a sense the daily newspaper is much like a restaurant 
in that it offers a variety of items for consumption each day. 
What is consumed, as is the case with the restaurant, is ent-
irely up to the buyer. But, unlike the restauranteer who usu-
ally strikes t he proper balance between appetizers, entrees 
and desserts, too many newspapers find it to their advantage 
to overload on the cocktails and ice cream, and cut down on 
the meat and potatoes. 
Because the bulk of the American publiG would rather be 
,, 
entertained than informed, most newspapers, much in the manner 
I 
of circus side shows, a re daily decked out with the bizarre, 
trivial a nd sensational news elements and low grade entertain-
ment designed to ap;Jeal to every taste. And because most read-
ers a re not educated to their needs, it is far simpler for 
them to fill up on the better-tasting cocktails and ice cream { 
when, in reality, such items are less nourishing. Plainly, this / 
I I 
catering to the mass whim does not make newspapers good. 
Why ls this the case? Is it because newspapers want to be 
this way? Or is it because, as Walter Lippmann pointed out in 
his still dlaasic Public Opinion, the day is long since gone 
when a publisher can afford to disregard the economics of jour-
na lism? 
To be sure, newspapering is a profession. But what is a s 
I 
equally important, it's a business. Even the less illustrious 
in the newspaper fraternity realize, for the most part, that 
their success (or lack of it) can be tra ced to their readers. 
Take away the readers, that is let the pa id circulations 
drop off, and the newspaper involved feels the pinch two ways. 
Not only is there a reduction in income derived directly from 
1 the sale of the paper but ~ further decrease in revenue aa the 
advertising falls off. Faced with mounting operating costs and 
knowing fully that the greater part of their income is from 
advertisrl:re:gts, all newspapers are striving to build up a de-
' voted band of constant readers to prevent becoming extinct. 
For that reason, can newspapers, their publishers, editors 
and promotional hirelings, be blamed for following the give-
them-wha t-they-want formula? They know that it doesn't add up 
to anAl product---that in some cases it's inferior as their 
critics say-but, a fte r all, they argue, "newspapers are mov-
li ing away from the giveaway stage, not approaching it." 
Neither are they attempting to delude themselves or their 
critics when they fall back on circulation figures. The old 
cireulation gag is a typical newspaper defense mechanism, and 
whether the critics like it or not, it's hard to answer. Where-
as even a fool knows that the number of readers a newspaper 
has is no t a valid index to its goodness, only a fool would 
-
try to tell the publisher or editor of a profitable newspaper 
to change its fnrma t, style or content no matter how poor the 
' paper in question happened to be. 
-3-
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There is little logic in going contrary to the wishes and 
desires of a reading public. When a newspaper's survival is at 
stake, and this is particularly true of keenly competitive met-
ropolitan areas, there is no disputing the old axiom that the 
customer is always right. 
I Even in the non-competitive smaller city situation, the 
judicious editor does not dare stray too far from what he fig-
' ures his readers want. This is true for two reasons: 
I 
(1) There's always the threat that readers will shift 
loyalty to competing dailies that sift in from ad-
jacent and even remote urban areaa, and 
(2) There's the constant threat that other easily access-
ible forms of mass media .•• magazines,radio and TV ••• 
will make inroads grea ter than those already made. 
In this connection it is interesting to point out, however, 
that newspa pers in a monopoly situation have a good deal more 
latitude within which to toy with the sacred canons. Some cit-
ies ~ surprisingly small towns despite their size, and it is 
with this thought in mind that many publishers have carved out 
very successful empires for themselves. 
It is an immutable fact that in many monopoly situations 
a high percentage of readers have no pa rticula r fondness for 
the local 'sheet'. vfuile it may be argued that such dissidents 
could easily turn to some import, turning to an out-of-town 
', newspaper has the disadvantage of not sa tisfying the individ-
ual's compulsion for the local news. 
A reader in Worcester, for example, doesn't care a great 
deal about how the city of Providence is run, if he cares at 
-4-
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1 all. But knowing that his next door neighbor came home drunk, 
fell down the stairs, and was carted away to the hospital with 
1 a broken leg, is knowing something important. 
As Walter Lippmann pointed out in Public Opinion, 
Many newspapers are edited and published 
on the principle that readers love to 
see their own names in print as well as 
their neighbor's.2 
According to Lippmann, the theor y is that if enough read-
ers see their names in the paper circulation ie assured. It 
brings to mind the fact that Horace Greeley gave similar ad-
vice to Friend Fletcher, the chara cter who was about to start 
a country newspaper; James Melvin Lee called it the function 
of becoming the :erinted diary of the hometown. But it all adds 
up to printing as many peoples' names as possible and as often 
a s possible. 
It should be understood, however, that such a policy has 
1 at least one practical limitation. For cities of small size 
the formula works well; but for more thickly populated areas, 
the less pra ctical it becomes. In large metropolitan areas, 
with hundreds of thousands or even millions of inhabitants, it 
is absolutely impossible for newspapers to mention everyone. 
Instea d, only the more important citizens in terms of 
wea lth and position are given attention. As a consequence, it 
is interesting to note the rise in the number of weeklies de-
2 Walter Lippmann, Public Opinion. New York: The Ma cmillan 
Co., 1922, p. 251. 
- -----=--===:o 
voted to certain sections within l arge cities. New York has a 
, number of borough weeklies wearing the local look, and the same ! 
is true of Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia and other large cit-
lee. 
They have as their prime function the job of filling the 
void in local news left by the large da ilies. Whether they 
command a large portion of reader attention is not clear. Most 
suburban areae, that ia those that are adjacent or nearly ad-
jacent to the city, are not characterized by any great feeling 
of esprit de corps. l\1ost catch a nd reflect the cold, imperson-
al qualities of the mother city. For that reason it is doubt-
ful whether the man across the street cares terribly, or even 
knows, tha t his next door neighbor lost his job and has five 
small ones to feed. 
If anything, it seems more safe to assume that one of the 
1 results of this particular condition has been to make peoples 
in the large urban areas less provincial-----less preoccupied 
with local doings----than those in the smaller cities and 
towns. It doesn't mean, however, that this has been brought 
about by any conscious attempt on the parts of urban newspap-
era to play down the local angle. It is rather the by-product 
of the heighthened selectivity involved in publishing the urb-
an daily.3 Given definite apace limitations because of the 
shortage and increased coet of newsprint, one need not use his 
3 Studies show that metropolitan dailies still rate loca l 
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imagination to see that the wider the population area a news-
paper serves, . the more selective it has to be about the local 
news it prints. Absent are the familiar briefa and personal 
notes that typify the smaller community newspaper. The society 
pages are devoted to the upper crust, the somebodies who are 
nobodies, daughters of business barons and "debutramps". The 
sports pages lose their local flavor, excepting, of course, 
the customary space allotments reserved the professional and 
collegiate teams that service the area. 4 Only the vital stat-
istics claim to be truly representative, and even then there's 
some doubt as to their completeness. 
Give and take, then, the economics of modern journalism 
and its twin pinions----the give-them-what-they-want formula 
and the local color angle----what kind of product are American 
newspapers serving up? Is it so good that it keeps readers 
coming back to the tune of better than fifty million paid cir-
culations? 
Undoubtedly no. Even the myopic few among journalists who 
belong to the O.R.C.A.N.B. would deny that the reading public 
II 
is not getting a completely nutritious diet in their daily 'I 
,, papers.5 But, after all, they would be just as quick to point 
4 In this connection, it is interesting to point out that 
Boston newspapers have never been fair in th$ir treat-
ment of teams. When the Braves were here, their rivals 
the Red Sox always received top billing and were given 
more space. 
-7-
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reprovers of casters of aspersions on newspaper breadwinners. 
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out, readers first must be shown their needs----the va lue of 
the right kind of diet-before they'll discard what they've II 
been getting. 
The trouble is that the American reading public doesn't 
take its newspaper s seriously enough. Nine Nieman Fellows a t 
Harvard in 1947 outlined the problem in bold relief when they 
wrote: 
••• many readers today conaider the 
newspaper in a class with the movies 
or radio seriala or baseball games. 
They skip over the editorial col-
umns, chuckle or worry over the com-
ics, glance at the advertisements, 
drop the papers and rush into fact-
ories or offices. Devoting only a 
few minutes to the front pages, they 
react violently to the violent head-
lines.6 
Just how many readers fit that particular description 
matters little. It is not intended at this point to discuss 
the public's reading habits, or attempt to tuck readers away 
in neat and arbitrary little compartments. What is important 
is that such great numbers of readera, as the Nieman Fellows 
say, regard the newspapers they read so lightly. 
One sometimes wonders why they bother to buy new~papers 
at all, and whether the act off plunking down a nickel on the 
vendor's newsstand or arranging for home delivery is one of 
those curious American habits----an every day ritual that is 
6 
Nine Nieman Fellows, Leon Svirsky, ed., Your Newspaper: 
New York: The Macmillan Co., 1947, p. 9.----
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doughnuts in the morning. 
Oddly enough, such speculation has basis in fact. W may 
1: -9-
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' not realize it, but the newspaper in America, like anywhere II 
else, is habit, developing a s it did out of the needs of people:! 
to transc'end the casual and routine experience of their own 
little worlds. 
Naturally this habit takea many different ahapes as 
many different shapes as there are readera, for in the nature 
of things no two readers are alike. 
AS a consequence most American newapapers have become mul-
tiform in a n effort to attract and hold as many readers as 
possible. Unfortunately, in their efforts to please everyone, 
the multiforms have placed far too much emphasis on being en-
tertaining. While it is true that they have helped the masses 
transcend the monotony and routine of everyday existence, they 
have failed in their other overweighing function of educating 
readers to the world in which they live. 
Though they haven't gone to the extremes of the lurid tab-
loids, they have nonetheless seen fit to overload their col-
umns with an array of other ma terials designed to keep circ-
ulation up. As Lippmann put it, "few publishers can bank on 
1 political and social news alone" to keep its readers; newspap-
, ers therefore go outside the field of general newa. 
They go to the dazzling levels of soc-
iety, to scandal and crime, to sports 1 
II 
pictures, actresses, advice to the love-
lorn, highschool notes, women 1 s pages, 
buyer's pages, cooking recipes, chess, 
whist, gardening, comic strips, thund-
ering partisanship, not because pub-
lishers and editors are interested in 
everything but news, but because they 
have to find some way of holding on to 
that alleged host of passionately int-
erested readers, . who are supposed by 
some critics of the press to be clam-
oring for the truth and nothing but the 
truth.7 
Even general news is carefully appraised before presented 
for consumption. According to Harry Overstreet, eminent pay-
chologist and long-time student of the press, it 
must be as different as possible from 
the average daily routine; for other-
wise it will not pull the mind of man 
out of that routine. The mind of man 
is, of course, capable of escaping 
routine through an intensification of 
awareness; through a deepened sense 
of values; through becoming sensitiz-
ed to the subsurface drama of life. 
But this type of escape cannot be re-
duced to a formula. It requires the 
growth of the individual to the un-
ique fulfillment of his powers. It is 
not only useless, therefore, but act-
ually detrimental, so far as mass pro-
duction of news is concerned.8 
So instead, in the words of Overstreet, most newspapers 
have cultivated a "vested interest in catastrophe. The (newe-
l 
paper) formula ca lla for the constant playing up of only the I\ 
7 Lippmann, op, cit., p. 252 
8 H.A. Overstreet, "The Daily Disaster Diet". The Saturd~ 
Review of Literature, Feb. 19, 1949, p. ·T-8' . 
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'escape from routine 1 neivs tha t has mass appeal~news a bout 
' 
some event sufficiently out of the ordinary to give people a 
thrill without requiring that ~hey have any unusual sensitiv-
ity or subtlety of inaight."9 
Underlying this formula ia the ba sic assumption that gain- , 
I 
ing and holding readers' attention is best accomplished by 
allowing them the maximum opportunity to identify themselves 
' with the stories they read. Punctuating this principle are the ' 
continuing attempts of newspapers to make their products aa 
interesting a s possible. 
It would appear, on the basis of the record, that the 
formula has worked out very well; that it does provide readers I 
with the greatest opportunity to introduce themselves into the 1 
" the esca pe pattern. 
This is true because of the nature of mass impact news 
stories. They appeal primarily to the emotions; the reader 
need not exercise his reason, or call upon highly complicated 
and abstract frames of reference to gain admiasion. Fancy and 
imagination provide his passport; depth and strength of emot-
ion govern the degree of personal involvement. 
Anyone with an ounce of reading ability and the minimum 
vocabulary requirements can, at least, experience some sort of 
emotional reward from stories of the mass impact variety. That 
9 Overstreet, loc. cit. 
.I 
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probably expl ains in part why American newspapers have a vest-
ed interest in them. It certainly seems logical in view of 
the fact that the average educational level of the American 
people is approximately 9.3 yeara of formal schooling.lO 
It then followa that the appeal of any news story , its 
power of pull and hold, is directly proportional to and dep-
1i endent upon the degree to which the reader feel a involved, 
and involvement is conditioned by personal factors including 
education and experience. If environmental and phyaical cond-
itions ha ve operated to limit these last two factors, then 
I 
I 
,, 
II 
I 
II the reader may be seriously handicapped in understanding higher 
I 
~ level news stories.ll 
/ Without ready frames of reference to guide his under-
standing, interest may diminish to the zero level, explaining 
in some measure why a high percentage of readers seldom get 
beyond the headlines or first paragraphs of aome ator1ea. How 1i II 
does this a ction operate? 11 
The reader doesn't pull out his frames of reference from I 
a mental card catalog, count them and suddenly decide that he 
haan't got enough educational background and experience to 
II 
carry him through a particular, story. The action is spontan- 'I 
the prospect of imm-
1 
eous. He suffers a dulling of appetite as 
10 From u.s. Census Report, 1950. 
11 Age and Sex are two other important factors that determ-
ine interest and understa nding. 
II 
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ediate reward fades from view. 
If, on the other hand, intere8t does not diminish totally, 
if for some reason known only to the reader he desires to un-
derstand and be rewarded by a particular news story for which 
he has no ready frames of reference, then it follows that he 
must summon all his reasoning reserve if what he ia reading 
is to take on meaning. A few individuals willing to expend thia 
extra effort and time are eventually rewarded in this way. The 
great majority of readers, unfortunately, are mentally lazy. 
Rather than plod their ways out of darkness----graduate them-
selves to higher plateaus of understanding----they fall back 
on the course of lea st mental resistance, presumably never to 
emerge. 
Editors and publishers, well aware of this quality in the 
bigger percentage of readers, are forced to play along with 
the game for reasons covered earlier. In that aenae, perhaps, 
they can be accused of fostering and promoting the base app-
etite that characterizes the bulk of American readers. But it 
cannot, with few exceptions, be sa id that they are conscious-
ly dedicated to tha t purpoae. 12 
12 The London Daily Mirror is. "When regulation• covering 
newsprint allocation• in England were relaxed in Jan-
uary, 1949, only the News Chronicle of London's papera 
devoted extra space to wider reporting of politica and 
industry. The Daily Express and the Daily Mirror ground 
out more features, comica •.• Said the Mirror, 1Go bury 
your head! Variety, entertainment, interest ••• Let'a 
shovel it in by the bucket'." 
Time, Jan. 17, 1949, ps. 37-38. 
===--- ---
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In the words of the Nieman Fellows, 
••• It must be admitted that the short-
comings of the preas are not solely 
the publisher's fault. Certainly the 
readers must bear part of the blame 
for the dailies' inadequa cy a s an in-
formation medium, for the success of 
the lurid tabloids, for overemphasis 
on low-grade entertainment, and for 
many other sins with which the press 
is charged. 13 
Unfortunately for the newspapers, many of their attackers 
aee them as medicine men. They reason unsoundly tha t newspap-
1 ers are the sole reason for readers' undue concern for the 
' bizarre, trivial and sensa tional elements in the news, and be-
cause that is so, feel that newspapers have the moral obligat-
ion of making readers more intelligent and responsible. 
Even if such a charge were true, it's inconceivable that 
newspapers alone could convert readers into the high-type var-
iety----make them responsible citizens so that would be better 
able to cope with the complexities and problems arising in a 
modern, industrialized democracy. 
ffewspapers could take a stride in the right direction 
though, by putting their own housea in order. They could begin ' 
by deemphasizing the mass whims. They could atop overloa ding 
their columns with the more pala tabl e stuff. They could avoid 
the reckless use of headlines. And they could write the news 
a little bit better than they have b~en doing, while at the 
13 Nieman Fellows, op. cit., p. 10. 
I 
l 
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same time provide more. 
This is not a sking too much; it's not t a ntamount to com-
1 mitting journalistic genoci de. No one expects our newspapers 
to be revolutionaries, experiment with re-educa tion progra ms 
a nd bring a bout a mira cle overnight. But they ca n be leaders. 
They can point the way out of the abyss of ignorance and ap-
athy to which the broad ma sses of readers have sunk. 
All this demands that our newspa pers be a s dynamic a s 
possible, a lways on the lookout for newer and better ways to 
' present the news, constantly re-eva lua ting their methods and 
personnel, a nd never losing sight of education a s a n instrum-
ent for raising the sta ndard s under which they operate. 
One . of the best ways to a ccomplish these a ims is embodied 
i n the Nieman Fellows program a t Harvard University. More 
newspa pers should consider f a rming out their reporters, sta ff 
, writers and editors to colleges and universities throughout 
the country. Many of our centers of higher lea rning might be 
more than willing to underwrite the cost of books a nd tuition. 
If not, t hen the American Society of Newspa per Editors a nd 
, Publishers should consider d eveloping and putting into pra c-
tice such a plan. 
Another approa ch to pr e ss improvement is the continuing 
studies of specia l committee s of the Associa ted Press Mana g-
ing Editors Associa tion . Lee Hills, past president of APMEA, 
reviewing the work of the specia l committee studying the prob-
lem of how to i mprove newspapers and make them more interesting, 
-15-
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touched upon aome very important committee recommendations. 
Among them waa one that unexplored or neglected news fields 
should be uncovered, namely science, religion, fine arts and 
education. 
Still another important contribution in the direction of 
improving the press was the study of foreign news flow begun 
two years ago by the International Preas Institute. Working on 
the premise that readers here and abroad were not getting com-
plete and realistic pictures of each other and their respective 
countries, I.P.I. sought to get proof in the matter, and, if 
possible, ascertain means for improving this vital area of 
communication. 
All of these things lend testimonial to the idea that news-
papers, if they are to guard and preserve their place in a 1 
free society, must be constantly educating themselves. The news-
paper haa often been called the mirror of the times, yet, and 
this has been just as frequently overlooked, they are just aa 
much a part of the times. · · Newspapers are the products of hu-
man beings, human beings that live and think and act and die 
in the society mirrored. Newspapers cannot be detached, emot-
" ionless and omniscient, and still be a part ef tha t aociety. 
They cannot say this is good for you, and give it to you when 
they don't like the taste themselves. 
Most newspaper offices are not ivory towers of journalism; 
the people that staff them, no matter how lofty their personal ' 
values, come to hold in varying degrees the aame values common 
-16-
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to thereat of aociety ••• the same predilections and biaaes. 
Call it an occupational hazard if you wiah, but in their eff-
orts to be all thinga to all people, many newspaper men and 
women loae sight of their own values and take on those their 
it· -
1 newspaper aaaigns to ita reading public. This rubbing off 
proceas is the price paid for being multiform. Unfortunately, 
there ia not room enough yet for many more papera like the 
' 
I Christian Science Monitor and New York's Timea and Herald-Trib-
~-
Before thia can happen, readers muat be awakened to their 
needs and reaponsibilitiea. If any changea are to be made in 
the broad masses of readera, then they muat come from our ed-
ucators and the educational ayatem. This is not an attempt to 
lay the blame for the low levela of underatanding and taate ex-
hibited in the reading habits of the 1~erican people on our 
schools, but to suggest, instead, where we might logically be-
gin to attack the problem. 
If our administrator&, profe•sors and teachers would focua 
more attention on the problem of making reaponaible and intell-
igent readers of our young people (and adults)----teach them 
the values of selectivity and criticiam----a step in the right 
directi@n would be made. The newapaper can be a very valuable 
tool to underatanding the world and ita problems if rfl':ad intell-
igemtly. Too few people in this twentieth century read them in-
telligently. 
=-:::=..;::;~=====- -
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Chapter II 
Readers are cynical about the press, 
but they are too self-absorbed, too 
confused, too lacking in leadership 
to do anything about it. Many of them 
seem satisfied to a ccept the sports 
pages, comic strips and juicy pic-
tures 6f girls in diaper bathing suits 
and to .let the information go.l 
----~Nieman Fellows 
A f a ct that seems to have escaped critics of the press 
is tha t it is much easier to attack newspapers than readers. 
Ma ny of our more popular magazines, and even the newspapers 
themselves, continually devote space to the evils of the press. 
The period following the 1952 presidentia l election wa s 
the most recent high-water mark for the voices of condemnation, 
particularly those who felt the press gave President Eisenhower 
preferential trea tment. Although those voices have long since 
quieted down, there remain others just a s vociferous in their I 
I 
demands for improvements lik~ more interpretation, better make- 1 
up, less trivia and sca nda l and simpler language. Each, in its 
own way, is right, but only partially. 
Failure to consider the millions of newspa per readers who 
are quite willing to a ccept wha t newspapers are now giving 
them make all pla ns for press improvement of the wishful var-
iety. Instead of focusing on the source of the problem, that 
is the readers, each is like the naive woman who, discovering 
----} ·Nieman Fellows, op. cit., pgs. 11-12 
I 
I 
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that she was being swindled, tried to reform the swindler in-
stead of telling her neighbors to beware. Of course the only 
time swindling really stops is when there is no one to be 
swindled. 
Beyond this, the particular sins with which the press is 
· charged are common to all newspapers. The only variance is in ' 
the degree to which newspapers sin, and because there are only 
1700 plus newspapers, compared with the better than 100 mil-
lion readers, it would seem that the proper approach is to make 
newspapers better. 
This over-attention has given succor to the idea that it's 
not what readers select to read that's wrong, but the choice 
'! newspa pers provide. Inherent in this idea is the root fallacy 
that if newspa pers are improved then readers will improve also. 
Although some attempts have been made to dissect the great 1 
1 body of readers a nd discover what makes them tick, most of them 11 
have been superficial and unscientific. The net result has 
been a garret full of generalizations, of which the value of 
some is moot. 
Not tha t this shouldn't be the case. To pick and probe 
the minds of better than 100 million readers would be no mean 
task . even if some research foundation laid on the line the cap-
ital necessary to carry out such a project. The human mind is 
an immensely complicated package. It does not operate within 
the narrow confines of a r a t ca ge. And it cannot be counted 
on to produce behavior or responses in a ccord with preconceived 
----=-=- -- -===-·-- -- -- -·---~-- ---~- ----- ==--= '--"----===· -
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notions. ~d only in a very restricted sense can it be 
tha t there is such a thing a s the mas& mind. 
Most of the surveys made of readers a re local in scope, 
carried out in particula r a rea s by the newspapers tha t serve 
them. Na turally, they are limited geographically, but, in 
addition, such surveys in the minds of many newspaper editors 
and publishers are of questionable va lue. 
In response to a questionnaire sent to 50 leading news-
papers as a part of this research pa per, John H. Colburn, Ma n-
aging Editor of the Rich~ond Times-Dis£~tch, wrote 
We have tried reader surveys a nd found them 
wanting, because the basis of the survey was 
not broad enough, and we were not a s positive 
the answers represented the true evalua tion 
of the readers. In other words, despite the 
fact that the survey was made on a scientific 
basis there were some imdications tha t some 
of those surveyed answered questions affirma~ ' 
tively in order not to appear ill-informed. 
Similarly, in reply to the questionna ire, Sam J. Shelton 
of the St. Louis Post-Disp_a tch said 
We have at various times conducted readership 
surveys but we have never been certain that 
the results were worthwhile. As to what a t-
tra cts the reader's interest or wha t is most 
helpful to the reader we find that the judg-
ment of our editors is usually the best guide. 
Still, most newspa pers periodically make some attempt to 
discover wha t readers like and dislike, what they read and 
don't read. This is, perhaps, more ea sily accomplished than 
trying to find out what readers know and don't know. The New 
York Hera ld-Tribune, for example, makes periodic readership 
-- ------=--=--...:::.-. --~-~-
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tests on news, features and ads although, oddly enough, it 
makes no pretense of being a cross-sectional newspa per. 
Most newspa pers, if not all, pay particular a ttention to 
letters from readers. Besides being a n excellent barometer of 
the educa tional level of readers, mail also s erves to aid the 
newspaper in keeping its finger on the pulse of readers' likes 11 
I 
and dislikes. Here aga in though, there is a specia l diaadvan- I 
t age. Beroin Kaiser of the promotional department of the New 
York Herald-Tribune observed that 
Readers' mail, na turally, is closely watched 
for f a vorable and unfavorable comment, but here 
a gain the actua l response, in terms of numbers 
and percenta ges, has to be weighed with a num-
ber of other factors----including the widely 
recognized fact that readers are by nature f a r 
more inclined to write letters of protest tha.n 
of a pproval. 
II 
Interestingly enough, most of the newspapers answering the 
questionnaire----24 of 50 answer ed it----had made no effort to 
determine the educational level of their readers. Those that 
did fluctuated widely in their estima tes. Some, like the 
Providence Journal-Bulletin and the Memphis Commercial Appeal, 
said they were guided by the nationa l level which, according 
to the 1950 Census Report, wa s set at 9.3 grades. 
Other estimates r anged considerably higher. The Salt Lake 
City Tribune set ita at the tenth grade, the Minneapolis Star 
at 11.2 and the Denver Post at the twelfth grade. Still others 
were outspokenly high in their a ppraisals of reader education-
. al level. 
-21-
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The Portland Oregonia n in answer to the question, "Has 
your newspaper made a ny effort to determine the avera ge educa - , 
tional level of its readers?" replied, 
No, but Oregon is one of the most literate 
sta tes in the Union. High school education 
until 18 is compulsory. (It is) estim<::t. ted 
about 13th grade. We a ssume our readers are 
literate, intelligent. 
II 
Of all the newspapers replying, the Des Moines Register 
provided the most scientific breakdown on the educational lev- · 
el of its readers. It divides them into four genera l classi- I 
I fica tions and gives the percentage tha t fall into each classi-
" 
fica tion. The breakdown is as follows:: 
a. 0-8 years of grade school, 28.1% 
b. 1-3 years of high school, 19.7%.. 
c. completed high school, 32.7% 
d. completed college, business 
or technica l school, 19.5% 
Just how va luable the possession of such information is, 
in light of conflicting sta tements and reports made by lead-
ing psychologists <::t.nd educators, r a ises many deba teable ques- ' 
tiona. a mong them, and perhaps the most f ar-reaching, is the 
one as to whether attainment in t erms of grades completed and 
diplomas granted, is any true criterion for measuring reading 
ability a nd retentive and reflective capacities. 
In a Saturday Evening Post article, David G. Wittels, 
viewing the work done by Dr. Emmett A. Betts at the Temple 
Reading Clinic, reported: 
--- - -
- -
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Even excluding menta l defectives, a t 
lea st 40 percent of the public does 
little or no reading beyond headlines 
a nd s ports scores, a nd their lack of 
interest in pictures is probably equiv-
a lent, says Dr. Betts. He blames most 
of this preposterously high percent-
age of virtual nonreaders on bad tea ch-
ing in regimented schools, which f a iled 
to arouse or, in some cases, even 
stifled interest in reading. 
Continuing on, Wittels reported, 
Extreme cases a side, Dr. Betta' ma in 
point is .tha t there a re litera lly 
millions of otherwise norma l people 
who can't or don't read a s well a s 
their natura l abilities would permit. 
The figures a re conclusive and fright-
ening. Only two out of five adults 
read a s well a s, or better than, the aver-
age eighth-grade pupil. Even the stan-
dard is lower than it sounds. The 
term "eighth grade" refers only to what 
educa tors try to teach students at 
that point. 
Amplifying the seriousness of the situation, Wittela not-
ed that, 
Though, of course, some eighth graders 
ca n read f ar a bove curriculum require-
ments, many others still stumble on 
simple word s. According to Dr. Betts, 
the avera ge reading level of eighth 
graders barely rea ches proper fifth 
grade sta ndar ds. About one third of 
the adult popula tion reads only as 
well a s the average child in the fifth 
grade; which, transla ted, means about 
a third-gr ade ata ndard.2 
,j Undoubtedly such findings point out a very dangerous lag 
in our educat i ona l system. Dr. Grayson Kirk, President of 
2 David Wittels, 11 Dr. Emmett A. Betta' Temple Reading Clinic 11 • ' 
The Sa turda y Evening Post, March 13, 1954, P. U)S -IG." · 
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Columbia University, ha s summed up its effects in another way. 
Speaking out on the role of the university in America today, 
Dr. Kirk pointed his finger squarely at our public schools 
when he said, 
•.• we ought to have more men who will 
say to our public high schools, 'You 
are turning out young men and women 
who may have a smattering of a wide 
variety of things, but they cannot 
even read and write correctly the Eng-
lish language. We are forced to re-
pair the damage by remedial reading 
and by composition courses which act-
ually should have no place in the 
college curriculum.•3 
Is it any wonder then that American newspapers are geared 
to such strikingly low levels of intelligence and taste, that 
they are continually seeking to make the language they use as 
simple as possible through the application .of Flesch formulas 
and an almost ritualistic faith in the magic of monosyllabisms. 
What this all points out is that most newspapers have dis-
covered that to make political and economic news meaningful 
1 
they have to reduce the language used in such stories to a lev-
el that the many can understand. Of course this is not easily 
accomplished. 
Stories concerning banking, finance, trade and monetary 
systems are not easily reduced to a common level of understand- 1 
ing. Neither is it easy to translate terms like collective 
3From speech appearing in New Bedford Standard Times, March 21, : 
1954. 
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security ; passive defense, massive retaliation and containment 
into language that is indisputably clear. 
All involve highly complex patterns of reflective think-
ing without which there is likely to be no perceptual response 
or one that is partially or totally different from tha t intend-
ed. Most readers can derive the literal meaning of the pas-
sage. In themselves, the words listed above should provide 
no difficulty in understanding, but to a chieve a. broader mean-
ing and explanation of wha t is read, experience a critical re-
action to it and to be able to apply the ideas of what is 
comprehended is something the many readers can not do. 
Therefore, when newspapers list news stories of a politi-
cal and economic na ture as the least read and lea st understood~ 
while at the other extreme they pla ce the comics, news pic-
tures, human interest and crime and disa ster stories, striking 
evidence of the relative difficulty of the reading act is em-
pha sized. 
Most Comics, for example, make no great mental demands 
on the reader. The l anguage used in the f amiliar strips is 
kept simple, a nd the reader's perceptua l responses are made 
easier through the series of graphic representations of the 
action. Understanding is only impaired in comics of a con-
tinuing nature, and when readership is haphazard rather than 
a daily 11 must". 
Still, it should be pointed out tha t a ll comics do not 
have equal a ppeal. There is Qrobably not a single comic strip 
-25-
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reader who reads all the comics i n the pa per of his choice. 
This is so because of the dicta tea of t &,ste a nd interest. Most 
men, for example, would be less inclined to read Mary Worth, 
Dixie Dugan or Boots than they would Joe Pa looka, Dick Tra cy or 
Terry a nd the Pirates. Comics like Blondie a nd Dennis the Men-
a ce, and others tha t feature the f amily situa tion, are more 
, likely to approa ch universal a ppeal. 
Neither should it be assumed that each reader approaches 
the s ame level of understanding, save for being able to des-
cribe the surface a ction. Some strips, like Lil Abner, Little 
Orphan Annie, The Gumps a nd Gasoline Alley, are satirica l or 
a ttempt to convey some far-reaching social message. To ac-
quire this deeper meaning or understanding presupposes posses-
sion of certa in frames of reference a nd a greater reflective 
ca pacity. 
For the majority of readers, no matter wha t the reading 
ma teria L, this is impossible. For others, fortified with the 
necessary abilities and educational ba ckground, this f a ilure 
to understand ca n be tra ced to mental laziness, or an unwill-
ingness to think. 
Unfortunately, there is no readymade explana tion of this 
phenomenon. Of the current theories, two a t least appear 
creditable. One is tha t America is doing less reading than 
ever before in its history, a nd tha t that reading being done 
is primarily esca pe reading. Ralph C. Preston, in a monograph 
~=--------·~-=----=-=--=--- - ~ --- -- -
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entitled "The Changed Role of Reading 11 , had this to say: 
Another change (in America 's reading habits) 
is reflected in the growing a cceptance of 
esca pe reading ••• Clearly, the compulsion ex-
perienced by seriously disposed persons in 
a n eurlier period to read only 'instruct-
ive' ma teria l is losing its grip . It is quite 
sufficient for a book to be merely enter-
t a ining, for, runs the common ar gument, do we 
not require relaxing activities amid th~ 
r apid tempo a nd tension of modern l ire. 
Sur ely there is some merit in Mr. Preston's rea soning, 
particularly so when one notes the very sta rtling changes our 
society has undergone in the l a st 30 years. Although the in-
dustrial revolution had its initial impetus during the Civil 
1 War period, its greatest effects have only lately been felt. 
First of a ll, it has created a higher standard of living 
a nd has given Americans the leisure time necessary to enjoy its 
benefits. But it ha s a lso produced a semi-ordered society of 
time clocks, a ssembly lines and production schedules. Through 
the dicta tes of labor unions and the lines of a blueprint, in-
dividua ls have become s pecialsits, fettered to job descriptions 
11 
a nd delivery promises and frightened by the prospects of l a yoff. 
For the ma sses, making a living amid the hustle a nd bustle of 
1 the machine age is monotonous and uncerta in a t best. 
II 
., Indisputable, industrial life ha s t aken a grea ter toll than 
anyone ca n imagine. People like to escape; they like to rela x 
4 Ral ph c. Preston, "The Changed Role of Read ing ," from Reading 
in a n Age Q! ~Communication, ed., WilliamS. Gray, New 
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1949, P. 3 
I 
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amid the comforts afforded by TV and the motion pictures. The 
automobile has given them access to the mountains a nd beaches, 
and it has crea ted vistas of enterta inment unknown thirty years 
a go. For others the industria l revolution ha s meant socia l 
d isorganization. It h a s made many restless and discontent, has 
led to broken families, divorce and crime. For the less for-
tunate, who could not stand the pressure of the pace, it has 
led to suicide and the doors of menta l institutions. Is it 
any wonder that most peo ple are unconcerned with the exterior 
world that surrounds their little shells, that they sca n the 
headlines in a desultory fa shion, and pass up the more impor-
tant news stories only to find refuge in the make believe 
worlds of J a cques Fath, Ted Williams and ? Pogo. 
Paul F. La zarsfeld a nd Robert K. Merton have suggested 
another theory to expl ain the transformation that ha s t aken 
pla ce in America 's reading habits. Presumably it is a logical 
extension of Preston's. Whereas the l a tter notes tha t 
Toda y's reading is sometimes misjudged a s 
serious beca use of the large number of con-
temporary book titles dealing with solemn 
contemporary questions. (And that) a ctually 
their number is small in comparison with the 
total output of a ll printed materia l.5 
La zarsfeld and Merton have enlarged upon and extended the 
theory to include all of the ma ss media a nd ,have elicited the 
idea tha t Americans may be the victims of wha t they call tP,e 
5 Preston, op. cit. p. 3-4 
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11 na rcotizing disfunction". They re port tha t, 
Sca ttered studies have shown that c:.n increasing 
proportion of the time of Americans is de-
voted to the products of the mass media . 
With distinct varia tions in different reg-
ions and a mong different socia l strata, 
the outpourings of the media presumably 
enable the twentieth century American to 
kee p abrea st of the world, Yet, it is sug-
gested, this va st supply of communica tions ma y elicit 
only a superficial concern with the problems 
of society, a nd this superficia lity often 
cloaks ma ss a pathy. Exposure to this flood 
of information may serve to narcotizg r ather 
tha n to energize the average reader. 
What they are saying, in effect, is tha t the welter of 
word s daily ground out by our a gents of ma ss communica tion ha s 
made the majority of Americans confused. If we are living in 
an age of propaganda , a s Louis Bromfield says we are, is it 
little wonder then that the average reader seeks to escape his 
confusion by being apathetic or by showing only a superficial 
concern with wha t the media have to say? By spending little 
more tha n 15 minutes a da y with his da ily newspaper, the aver-
age reader can't be expected to pla y too a ctive a part in 
understa nd ing the world's problems: his understanding, a s will 
be demonstrated later, is a pa llingly shocking. First though 
it is necessary to ha ve a closer look a t the average reader - ---
how he reacts to his newspa per, a nd how he judges it----before 
6Pa ul F. La zarsfeld and Robert K. Merton, "Ma ss Communication, 
Popular Ta ste a nd Organized Socia l Action" from Mass Communi-
cations, Wilbur Schramm , ed., University of Illinois Press, 
Urbana , 19 49 , p. 1-c,i --4-t./1 
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supplying the proof of what he knows a nd doesn't know. 
************************* 
Readers are a strange breed. Probably few find everything 
in the pa per or papers of their choice completely pa l a t able. 
But becamse not everything is completely to the reader 1 s d is-
like, there is no compelling urge to make themselves articulate~ 
Only wnen the reader is direct.ly involved, when he or so~ec~e 
close to him is personnally a grieved, or when he knows the 
newspaper to be in error in some ma tter of vital concern to him, 
will he voice his complaint. Even at tha t there is no iron-clad 
' gua rantee that the reader will make himself hea rd. 
In the first place, newspaper readers are rela tively unor-
ganized. .rl. s socia l psychologist Kimba·ll Young expla ined it, 
"the public is amorphous a nd multi-polarized. A crowd is char-
a cterized by a "we" feeling .•• a s a member of the general public, 
we a re more likely to respond to stimuli in terms of' I' ."7 
To be sure, some newspa per readers will t ake the time to 
pen letters to the editor. Avowedly, in the ca s e of mo s t news-
pa pers, certa in columns a re reserved for readers' comments and 
criticisms. Judging by the spa ce t hese so-called "mailba gs" 
get, one might get the impression that newspa pers are deluged 
with reader correspondence. The fact is tha t only a minute 
fra gment of any newspaper's readers t ake the time to write, and ,1 
?Kimba ll Young, Socia l Psycholo~y. New York: F. S. Crofts and 
Co., 1947, P· 42q, 
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by and l a rge, those that do a re either cra nks or the type tha t 
enjoyjseeing their names a nd 'creative genius' in the public 
eye. 
It is sa fer to a ssume tha t most of the criticisms and 
1 pressures tha t a re brought to bear on the press have some form 
of organiza tional ba sis. Thus it is tha t newspapers cannot a f-
ford to ignore or alienate civic organizations ••• the Chamber 
of Co~merce, Kiwanis or Rotary ••• on the local level; or on the 
nationa l, the various milita ry, socia l a nd economic interest 
groups. 
But it is virtually impossible for the individual to bring 
effective pressure to bear. Undeniably, he may write the paper 
' of his particula r grievance or exception, but, a fter all, what 
ca res the newspa per tha t one out of thousands of its readers 
doesn't like the job it's doing. 
So, it can be sa fely a sserted tha t the newspa per readin5. 
public is exactly that. It ha s no organization or leadership, 
and as a consequent l a cks drive a nd direction. Given those 
ingred ients, the ma sses of newspaper r eaders could conceivably 
make our nation's news purveyors much more responsible than 
they a re. Conceivably, and this is a special qua lification, 
because the leadership and organization would have to be of an 
extra ordina rily high calibre, if not "out of this world". In 
addition, it would preclud e intensive education and training 
before the millions of American newspa per readers would even 
f a intly resemble a homogeneous society of responsible readers. 
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Right now, they are anything but responsible. 
How do readers respond to news? Young, commenting on news-
pa per read ers in general, observes that "people respond to news 
in one of three ways .•• either intellectua lly, emotionally or 
by overt a ction."8 Considering the undue weight given stories 
of war, persona l conflict, crime, dis a ster and human interest, 
it does not seem unreasonable tha t t h e emotiona l rea ction is 
tl 
most universal. The educa tional level of the American popula- ' 
tion does little to dispel tha t notion. 
Intellectual res ponse, a s mi ght be supposed, follows emo-
tiona l response in importance. Overt a ction is extreme behav-
lor, and occurs much less frequently t han the other two. It 
is interesting to note, however, tha t a story would have to 
have some form of initial emotional or intellectual impact on 
the individual reader before he could be driven to overt action. 
In its simplest form, this action may manifest itself in 
the sha pe of a letter or telephone call. The instance of 
readers tha t call the newspaper offices over such ma tters a s 
misspelled names, incorrect addresses and times, and relatively 
inconsequential errors in f act is surprisingly high. But here '' 
the rea ction is a lmost completely local, and is subjective in 
na ture. 
The reverse is true of stories of the mass impact variety. 
When a story is serious enough to warrant the attention of large 
8 Young, op.cit., p. '+2•1 
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segments of the reading population, the chances of overt action 
are infinitely grea ter, while a t the same time being exceeding-
ly more. complex to diagnose. This is undeniably true because 
such overt behavior pa tterns involve more tha n a single iso-
1 lated reader or group of readers. 
To cite an example, one need not search any further than 
the stories about the sentencing and execution of a tomic spies 
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg. 
In the hub-bub a rising over the s py team, demostra tors 
and pickets paraded and protested publicly in all the l arger 
American cities a s well a s a number of European ca pitals. Not 
a ll of them advoca ted clemency for the Rosenbergs or atta clred 
the 11 injustice" of the sentence: many were particularly hostile 
to their cause, were picketing in opposition to the Rosenberg 
sympa thizers, were interested in seeing tha t justice wa s done. 
1 Yet, expla ining the demonstra tions ca tegorically in terms of 
either for or aga inst is not enough. Demonstra tors or pickets 
1 may h ave common ends or objectives, but it is doubtful whether 
they h ave common motiva tion. Even where motiva ting f actors 
a re the s ame, it is ridiculous to a ssume that everyone is af-
fected to the same d egree. And while it can be argued tha t 
the Rosenberg demonstra tions had an ideologica l ba sis, it does 
not follow tha t such overt behavior wa s an outgrowth of any 
intellectua l response. The entire affa ir wa s upholstered in 
the kind of f abric Hollywood tear-jerkers a re made of. Strange-
-33-
ly enough, the Rosenbergs kept the coolest right up to the very 
end. 
Save, then, for other h ard to isola te individual differ-
ences, newspaper read ers for the most part tend to 'judge' the 
pa per they read in terms of persona l involvement. Tha t seg-
ment of the news which directly impinges upon their lives, in 
the order of things, is of gre<:: test interest to readers. When 
the reader ha s some ready frame of reference ba sed on personal 
experience the reading is most a ctive. Lippma nn sums up the 
idea adequately when he says, 
The news paper deals with a multitude 
of events beyond our experience. But 
it dea ls a lso with some events within 
our experience. And by ita handling of 
those events we most frequently decide 
to like it or dislike it, to trust it 
or refuse to have the sheet in the 
house.9 
This is probably an oversimplification of the case, but 
it does expl a in in part v1hy the ma jority of readers a re bet-
ter a cquainted with loca l ma tters than they a re with na tiona l 
or internationa l a~fairs. Although not inviola te, the prox-
imity f a ctor rema ins a s one of the better gauges of reader 
interest. The further removed a news-making event from the 
reader, the less his interest is likely to be, the less a ctive 
his reading. The further removed a news-making event from the 
reader, the less i mpa ct on him - the less a ctive his reader 
par t i cipa tion. The Spring tornados provide an excellent 
9Lippmann, op.cit., p. 250 
-· 
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example. Although Massachusetts readers read of the destruc-
tive twister that ripped Waco, Texas with the usual amount of 
reader interest in disa ster stories, it wa s nothing compared 
with the interest shown over the Worcester tornado. Such was 
the demand to know all the deta ils about it that Boston news-
pa pers r a n off thousands of extra copies, and could have sold 
more had they anticipated the demand. In New Bedford, a bout 
70 miles from the disa ster a rea , one wa s lucky if he could buy 
a newspa per a fter 8 in the morning. The story had such an im-
pa ct when it broke, tha t hundreds of readers who ordinarily 
never purchase a morning pa per cleaned out the newsstands. 
Their desire to have the full story couldn't wa it until the 
local evening paper wa s out. Simila rly, Wa co residents couldn ' t 
be expected to get too hopped up over the Worcester tornado 
with their own still fresh in their minds. 
The proximity f actor does break down, however, with the 
cla ss of story. In considering the continuing stories of the 
Korea n War, it is presumed th::.ct those readers in, say, Mont-
pelier, Vermont were just a s much concerned a bout its direct-
ion and outcome than those in Missoula , Montana . This was eo 
simply beca use loca l lines were dwarfed by the reader's gr ea t-
er i d entifica tion with his country. 
Yet, it can ha rdly be concluded that this patriotic iden-
tification held the s ame a ttra ction for all readers. Our in-
volvement in the conflict wa s generally known to everyone, but 
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it, in itself, wa s not the sole f actor tha t interested people 
in the war. Mothers a nd wives whose sons a nd husbands f ought 
there felt persona lly concerned. So too did young men of dra ft 
a ge who faced the possibility of going there. Veterans of the 
Korea n ba ttle showed an interest tha t came from persona l ex-
' perience. For more selfish rea sons, farmers, manufa cturers 
and business men saw the wa r a s d irectly a ffecting prices and 
profits. And, finally, there wa s a l a rge segment of readers 
who are natura lly a nd inexplicably dra wn to read stories of war 
a nd conflict. It's exciting a nd enterta ining reading. They 
share the thrills without incurring any of the risks. One 
f a ctor does emerge a s significant, however, in considering 
the impa ct internationa l news stories ma y have upon readers a nd 
the interest they may manifest in them. Where the United Sta tes 
'" is not directly involved, i mpact declines and~ most insta nces 
f ades into a pa ssive interest. This is not entirely the read-
er's f a ult because newspapers pl a y down stories tha t a re felt 
to be outside the orbit of reader interest. That this is da n-
gerous practice cannot be overempha sized. Too often in the 
pa st, a s history will testify, readers have awakened to an 
internationa l condition or situation tha t vitally affects their 
well-being. 
The f a ll of Na tionalist China to the Communists came a s 
quite a surprise to most Americans. Unprepared for it, they 
, a sked incredibly 'how it happened'? Ma ny still don't know the 
full deta ils ••• can't tell you a thing about it. They're not 
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alone. Many of the nation's better newspapers were in the da rk 
a t the time and still are. Ignorance has such strange bed-
fellows, but not until readers demand to know what is going 
on where "nothing" is going on is the fog going to lift. 
Today, there is a war going on in French Indo China that 
parallels if not surpa sses the Korea n War~n real importance. 
But because the U.S. is not directly involved there is little 
propensity on the part of readers or newspapers to get too 
worked up over it. It ma tters little that the French are 
fighting there with a goodly portion of American dollars, and 
tha t if they lose we're going to be losers also. It ha s yet 
been driven home to Americans solidly that if Indo China f a lls 
' to the Communists the cardinally rich area of Southeast A.sia 
is defenselessly exposed ••• an a rea that dwarfs ba ttered Korea 
in rea l wea lth and stra tegica l importance. 
Wha t does the reader care or know about the seething Mid-
dle East and North ~frica, the J a panese or Italian elections, 
and the undesirability of France's coalition governments? He 
has no ready frame of reference. He feels no persona l involve-
ment. There is little satisfaction about reading about the 
far-away places with the strange sounding names. The old sbng 
is "I've got troubles eno-y.gh of my own without worrying about 
the French, Indians or Chinese. 11 
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.CHAPTER III 
If the ordinary American citizen can 
only work himself up to a point where 
he is as deeply interested in the out-
er world---in the fate of his country, 
civilization and planet---a s he is in 
the doings of his next door neighbor 
and his favorite comic strip character, 
then we shall have made grea ter prog-
ress toward a successful democratic 
foreign policy. 
____ Thomas A. Baileyl 
Is it too much of an insult to say America ha s a govern-
ment by comic stri p readers? Or by s ports pa ge readers? Or 
by obit and weather forecast readers? 
Insult or no insult, the f acts seem to point that way. The 
Bureau of Advertising of the American Newspaper Publishers As-
sociation and the Advertising Research Founda tion, in the words 
of Newsweek, 11 set out statistically eleven years ago to con-
firm, or dispute, the rules of thumb by which editors and ad-
vertisers had been judging reader interest. 112 The results were 
most interesting. 
In all, 62,487 readers of 138 U.S. dailies were studied. 
, "The rules of thumb got comforting confirmation, 11 reported 
' Newsweek: 3 
l Thomas A. Ba iley, The Man in the Street. New York: The Mac-
millan Company, 1948, p. 129 
2 Newsweek, Jan. 29, 1951, p. 58 
3 Ibid 
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l. Picture pages proved the biggest drawing cards in news-
papers. 
2. For women, obits and weather outrank banner news stories. 
3. Only about 14% of genera l news stories were read by men 
and 11% by women, 
4. No single news story is ever read by all the paper's 
readers. 
5. Comics and human interest features rate high with both 
sexes. 
Added support is conta ined in the American Preas Institute's 
Report 2.!!. Seminar for General Reporters published in 1947. 
Again the findings seem to support the contention tha t the 
American newspaper reading public does not particularly desire 
to be well informed. The following points, made by the prin-
cipal speakers, Benton H. Gra nt of B.H. Grant Research, Inc., 
and Vincent s. Jones, Executive Editor of the Utica Obs erver 
Dispatch on the topic ''Public interest in various types of nevrs 
and the relation of this interest to the problems of the report-
1 er", seem the most significant a nd are set down for tha t reas-
on: By Mr. Gra nt: 
1. Thirty to 50% of the people read only one newspaper. 
2. Labor news in general ha s low reader interest. Excep-
tions are issues such as the Supreme .Court a ction on 
John L. lewis. 
3. Moat newspapers have about 28% readership of editorials. 
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Lippmann and Pearson get about 29% readership. Wincchell 
I 
and Pegler are higher. 
4. About 80% of the women read comics and about 70% of the 
men. Blondie is the best read comic. Then come Dick 
Tra cy, Terry and Lil nbner. 
5. Human Interest stories get the biggest reader response. 
By 1JJ:r. Jones • 
1. ~r. Brady is a steady attraction. 
2. Of 13, 000 stories covered in one survey, only 500 had 
been read by even one half of the readera. 
3. Letters to the editor are the best read news in the 
paper. 
4. Of women's interests-women didn't become interested in 
Hitler until he got married. 
5· Local columnists will beat the best syndicate writers 
in reader interest.4 
If nothing els~~ thea~ b~ts of information provide strik-
ing testi~onial to the general ca st of readers' interests. As 
wa s pointed out a t the close of the preceding chapter, the rna ~ 
jority of 1imericans have been concH t "loned by one or :nore factors 
to the point that they cannot or will not transcend casua l ex-
perience , while many others find it neces se.ry to divorce them-
selves completely from rea lity in some form of escape reading . 
This presupposes a f ailure to evaluate interests and/or 
4 Re·port on Seminar for General Reporters, American Press In-
stitute;-colu~bia University, 1947, ps. 12-13. 
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no compelling urge to be well informed. For those armed with 
a ppropria te reading techniques ~nd a knowledge of what is re~lly 
important to be ill-informed ls less excusable because the de-
sire to be well-informed ha s its roots in knowing wha t infor-
mation is important to know. Stated another way, most Ameri-
cans are not sufficiently motivated to read about and under-
sta nd the more significant events tha t are daily sha ping his-
tory and the issues out of which they are born. 
Beca use that ls so we do not have an enlightened citizen-
ry ca pable of making sound decisions . for the better operation 
of democratic government. Four ingredients are necessary, it 
would seem, if the United States is to successfully meet the 
challenge of the role that history has thrust upon us. In no 
particular order of importance, they are: 
1. appropria te reading techniques 
2. recognition of interests 
3. desire to be well informed 
4. a vailability of information 
The first is primarily illechanical. Appropriate reading 
techniques include the d evelopment of such ablllties a s skim-
ming and scanning, picking out key words and phrases, includ-
ing topic ana summary sentences; and adjusting one's reading 
speed to suit the kind of material being read. 
If we agree that America ns are dai ly being d eluged with 
all kinds of wr itten material then lt becomes mandatory that 
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they develop certain speed reading techniques to avoid becoming 
•na rcot i zed ' and to insure some rea l mea sur e of unders~anding . 
The unha ppy f a ct is th~t most America ns are not a rmed with 
' these techniques, and for that rea son cannot find the time to 
read a ll that they might lik e to. 
Ma ny business a nd industria l firms have recent ly under-
t aken to put their key personnel through intensive speed read-
ing and vocabulary developmenta l courses because they've dis-
covered many of their executives cannot keep up with the torrent 
of ideas and information being turned out daily. Since we are 
living in an era that a bounds in paper work , it would seem that 
there is a good deal of merit in such courses. But wha t about 
the average guy on the street whose only serious read ing is the 
daily newspa per? if he's a part of the thirty to fifty per 
cent who read only one newspaper shouldn't it be a relatively 
ea sy t a sk to keep abreast of local, na tiona l and world happen-
ings? 
., 
1 Not so, because wading through a da ily newspaper is not 
I a fifteen minute job, a lthough fifteen m!nutes is frequently 
the maximum time the reader ha s to spend. Most news paper read-
ing usua lly consists of headline scanning in a desultory fash-
ibn, spiced by a complete reading here and there if the stories 
coincide heavily with the reader's interests. This is true if 
the reader leans strongly to a particular section like sports, 
comics or fea tures. If fifteen to twenty minutes is all they 
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can spend with a newspaper, it's easy to understand how little 
1 else in the paper will get read. 
For the reader with a wider r a nge of interests keeping 
1 informed is mo r e difficult unless he is prepared to spend a 
grea ter amount of time reading, or h a s developed those abili-
ties tha t will enable him to get the important p~rts of a story 
quick ly. Newspa pers, aware tha t the better part of the public 
reads slowly, and can a fford to s pend little more t han half 
a n hour with its da ily news papers, ha s for a long time instruct-
ed their reporters to follow the inverted pyr amid formula in 
writing the news. By cramming a ll of the significant f a cts in-
to the lead pa r agraph---the five W's---it is a ssumed tha t more 
readers will a t lea st have a nodding a cquaintance with the 
1 stories tha t make the news. The rest of the para graphs serve 
only to amplify the opening sta tements for those suf ficiently 
curious enough to want to be filled in with all the deta ils. 
In this connection it is interesting to note tha t the 
shorter a pa rticular news story the better its chances of get-
ting read. Stories tha t r~.:.ttle on for inch es and even columns 
a re the bane of most editors, and its seldom tha t you find one 
who doesn't chop a nd whittle where he possibly can. This is 
true beca use the longer a story is, the greater the da nger of. 
having to jump the story over to another page, and when a story 
is jumped its chances of getting read are mad e more remote. 
Many of the country's better newspapers a re trying to elimina te 
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the jump story a ltogether because of this singular failing. 
Still others among the more progressive papers a re con-
tinually experimenting with new type f a c e s and makeup changes 
to f acilita te the newspa per read ing act and improve genera l 
appearance. Many more are turning to the idea of departmental-
izing certain types of news and fea tures to a id the reader in 
finding wha t he wants quickly. The Boston Post, since coming 
under the ownership of John Fox, h a s had its f a ce completely 
1 lifted. No longer is it the cluttered, hard-to-read newspaper , 
it once wa s. The New York Herald-Tribune is another pa per that 
, ha s h ad its a ppearance improved. Once very difficult to read, 
the Herald-Tribune is now one of the e a siest to read. It has 
a lso turned to departmentalizing a s h a s other leading newspapers 
like the Providence Journal and the Washington Star. 
Although all these improvements are well intentioned and 
have undoubtedly encouraged wider and more complete read ing 
1 in some quarters, it is doubtful whether they will lead to a 
, better informed public until the public itself chooses to be-
come so. Unless there is a recognition of interests to the 
extent that the individual can a ssign the proper evaluation 
to ea ch and give ea ch the attention commensurate with its im-
portance, then d emocra cy is in danger of coming loose .a t the 
hinges. If the reader is not made to understand tha t the things 
tha t happen close to home a re not a lways i mportant a s what may 
be t aking pla ce in some remote corner of Africa, then he may 
awaken some morning to find Africa upon him. 
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Yet it is not enough that the reader know that wha t Dick 
Tra cy does is not going to alter the f a ce of history, or that 
' the f a ilure · of the Brooklyn Dodgers to win the 1951 National 
League pennant doesn't rank with the world 's grea test ca t a stro-
phes. Being able to discern the important from the non-impor-
t ant, the rea l from the make-believe, and the t r ansitory from 
' the l a sting makes no demand upon the reader to make a choice. 
It is only when the reader ha s in him the desire to be well-
informed tha t any progress ca n be mad e in the direction of 
r a ising his level of understanding • 
.A s cond itions stand. now most Americans ha ve an apa llingly 
inadequate picture of t his n ation's foreign a ffa irs, or any-
one else's for that matter. When Europeans l a ugh a t us for our 
bungling adventures in f oreign policy, the truth of our inade-
: qua cy is driven strikingly home. It may not be widely recog-
i 
nized, but the f a ilure of the America n electora te to see beyond 
I 
, the tip of its nose ha s led to a confused and indecisive for-
eign policy, a loss of presti ge abroad and a pa rtia l surrender-
! 
ing of fr e e world leadership. 
Lester Mar kel, Sunday Editor of the New York Times, as re-
cently a s 1949 wrote tha t 11 about three out of ten voters are 
unaware of almost every event in American foreign a ffa irs, 11 and 
tha t ''about 65 out of every 100 voters admit tha t they rarely 
discuss foreign affa irs. 11 5 As if this weren't enough proof 
5 Lester Markel and Others, Public Opinion and Foreign Policy. 
New York: Har per Brothers, 1949, p. 9 
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that Americans have no particular desire to be well informed, 
1 Markel observed tha t 11 one month before Congress authorized the 
Marsha ll Pla n ( a fter months of Congressional d eba te and public ' 
discussion) 16 out of 100 voters had never heard of it; only 
14 out of 100 could give a rea sonably correct sta tement of the 
' Pl an's purpose." 6 
.According to Markel there a.re three general cla ssifica tions 
of citizen concerning knowledge of foreign policy. They a re 
t he una ware, the a ware, and the inf ormed." Almost 30% of the 
electora te, on the average, is unaware of almost any given e-
vent in American foreign a ff airs. Another 45% is aware but 
cannot be considered informed, and there is only about 25% a t 
the top tha t consistently demonstrates an understanding.7 
All the a vailable da ta amassed by pollsters and research 
orga nizations seems to bear out Mar kel's division. Ba iley's 
The Man in the Street, a deeply penetra ting study of the pro-
1 blem, is steeped in f a ctua l information supporting the twin 
contentions tha t the ma sses cannot judge the important news 
events, and that they l a ck the compell i ng urge to be well in-
i formed. Writes Ba iley, 
The decade of the 1930's presents an ill-
uminating ca se study. The year 1937 wa s 
critica l; preliminaries of World Wa r II 
wer e being wa ged in both China and Spa in. 
Yet the American public listed a s the 10 
'most interesting' news stories of the 
~ Markel, op. cit., p. 9 
7 Ibid, p. 50 
, I 
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year the follmwing in the order given: 
1. The Ohio Floods 
2. The Sino-Japanese War 
3. ~he Supreme Court pa cking fight 
4. The Edward and Wally marriage 
5. amelia Earhart's last flight 
6. The business ~lump 
7• The Texas school explosion 
8. Justice Black and the Klan 
9. The Genera l Motors Strike 
10. The Supreme Court decisions on the New Dea l8 
Whether this list would have d iffered r adically had the 
public been a sked to list the ten most important news stories 
of the year is debateable, but it is probably safe to a ssume 
no beca use the line the public draws between important and 
, interesting is mighty thin. A close examination of this par-
ticula r listing shows that half of the items are either dia-
l . 
a ster or human interest, and that a lthough all are attention 
arousing only one, the Sino-Ja panese War, fell into the for-
eign news cla ssificu.tion. Yet in that s ame year the Spanish 
Civil War began, the Brussels Conference took place, and the 
infamous Soviet purge tri als were conducted. 
All this prompted Bailey to observe: 
A primary rea son for our indifference to foreign 
policy is that our own personal affairs seem to• 
us more pressing. David Hume wrote in 1739: 'Tis 
not contrary to reason to prefer the destruction 
of the whole world to the scratching of my fing-
er.' We are interested first in ourselves and our 
immediate f amily, then in our neighbors, then in 
our distant, and then, both last and lea st, in 
foreigners f ar a cross the sea s.9 
The following extra cts from The Man in the Street are 
8 Ba iley, op. cit., p. 118 
9 Ba iley, loc. cit. 
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given to show the mea ger concern most individuals have for 
foreign a ffairs and the little understa nd ing they ha ve of 
them . 
* ~'*In 1946, a year a fter the shooting stopped, Dr. Ga llup 
found tha t concern about infla tion and var ious short-
ages, including food, outranked a t lea st 2 to 1 our in-
ter est in the maint~n~nce of pea ce a nd the conduct of 
fCr.eigu. a rfairs.lO 
*·'H~In 1941, after J a pa n had elbowed her wa y into French 
I ndo China and had conclud ed a triple alliance with 
Germany and Ito.ly, our people wer e asked by Dr. Gallup 
if American interests would be threa tened by a Japan-
ese occupa tion of Singa pore and the Dutch East Indies. 
The surprising total of 4 out of 10 replied "no" or 
"undecided". For a nation tha t ate out of tin cans and 
rode on rubber tires, from t he ma ternity ward to the 
cemetery., these results a re a lmost incredible. The ex- , 
pla na tion is that a va st number did not know where their 
rubber and tin came from, and did not seem to care.ll 
·:<-**In 1946, the avera ge America n wa s more interested in 
social security than the security council.12 
Wha t is even more startling is the extent of the public's 
ignorance concerning t heir own government, including duly elect-
ed representatives. In 1940, for example, a Ga llup poll re-
vealed tha t not 3 in 10 had so much a s read a line of the Repub-
lican pla t f or m. When the question wa s repea ted in 1944, the 
figure rose to 4 in 10. 
In 1942 only 50% of Americans could name the Congressman 
from his district, and only 65% wa s a cqua inted ·with his a tti-
lo Ba iley, op. cit., p . 120 
11 Bai ley, op . cit., p. 122 
12 Ibid, p. 124 
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tude before Pearl Harbor on the vitally important question of 
remaining neutral. And in 1944 only 3 in 10 could name both 
Senators from their sta te while 4 in 10 confessed readily that 
they pa id no attention to the records of either. This latter 
figure is conceivably higher beca use many newspapers a re still 
· nororiously lax about providing readers with a legislative 
boxscore on voting. Although the Congressiona l Record can be 
obtained quite ea sily, few Americans take the trouble to do so. 
All this, of course, prompts the rather burning question 
of whether our daily news papers have had a hand in promoting 
, public ignorance, or whether they have done a s much as they 
ca n to overcome it. The best answer is tha t they have done 
both. It is easy to recall so many instances of how news-
pa pers have given distorted pictures of the news by playing 
down the important i n deference to the public's unflagging 
interest in the unusua l, the exciting and the bizarre. 
At the same time it is ea sy to point out examples of how 
the America n newspa pers have done a completely thorough and 
accura te job of reporting the more significant news events. 
Yet, no matter how divided critics of the press are on 
this question of presenting the news in proper bal ance, there 
is genera l a greement on one thing. That is tha t the public is 
not responsible for being uninformed if the information is not 
mad e ava ilable for their consumption. 
t II t k II Fortunately, it is more often the case tha ga e eepers 
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f a il to assign the proper weight to important news stories, 
instead of discarding them. The tendency is to bury them on 
the inside pages where there is less chance of their catching 
the reader's a ttention. 
In 1942, for example, the World Series largely oversha-
dowed a speech by Hitler, which, in the order of things, wa s 
va stly more significant. Again in 1946 the World Series dimmed 
the eyes and ears of the world to the infinitely more impor-
tant Paris Pea ce Conference.l3 And only l a st May and June, the1 
ballyhoo whipped up by the newspa pers over the Rosenbergs 
threa tened to make readers forget there was a place called 
Panmumjom. 
Fred M. Hochinger, writing in Harper's for May, 1949, 
observed that newspapers in this country left many of the 
people's fund amental questions unanswered through omissions, 
incomplete texts and muddled reporting. In support of these 
indictments he cited the fall of Nationalist China, the rise 
in the number of Greek partisans, the Dutch blitz in Indonesia 
and disquieting reports from Japan as examples of news stories 
that f a iled to reach the American public. 
According to Hcchinger, 
-
13For some strange rea son buseball has a lwa ys been a big head-
line-getter. This over concern with the s port wa s never bet-
ter demonstrated than in the remark of South Carolina news-
paper ba ck in the Spring of 1922. With the Lea gue of Na tions 
slowly dying and ba seball just around the corner, the paper 
observed r a ther philosophically, "soon we shall forget this 
trivia l discussion of empires, and turn again to the more 
vital matter of umpires. 
••• There is a pronounced tendency among 
editors, especially of the popular jour-
na ls which rea ch the l a r gest number of 
readers, to select for publica tion those 
f a cts and idea s 'which fit a preconceived 
na tion of what vlill be popula r a s when an 
editor is guid ed by a survey of readers' 
rea ctions which tell him that 'sex, sports 
a nd human _, interest 1 , in that order, domin-
a~e the public mind. He, therefore, rules 
out some articles on foreign a ff airs be-
ca use it l a cks a sufficient quota of sex, 
and regar d s with a more hospitable eye 
tidbits a bout divorce in Grea t Brita in, 
ba thing suits in France, or love life in 
Germany.l4 
This may be a rash a ssumption, but it is highly probable 
tha t the Inter-na tiona l Press Institute's recent study of for-
eign news flow will prove beyond all question of doubt the 
vera city of Hochinger's a s s ertion. From my own personal exam-
ination of two newspapers ( a s part of the IPI project) over an 
extended five month period, , I found that the bulk of the stor-
ies origina ti ng in key foreign countri es fell either into the 
human interest, crime or disa ster ca tegories. Wha t was parti-
cularly interesting in this connection wa s the r ather light 
and incomplete manner in whi ch many American newspapers trea ted 
the loca l elections held in Vlest Germany in late November of 
1952. In few instances did the results make the first page; 
in ma ny others followup wa s particularly poor. The results of 
1 the elections were confusingly given, and there wa s little 
attempt at interpretation although it wa s genera lly conceded 
14 Fred M. Hochinger, 11 All the News Tha t Fits the Pa ttern". 
Harper's, Ma y 1949, p. 3' · 
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That the Nee-Na zis had made slight gains. It would seem that 
a better job of reporting should have been done on these elec-
, tions beca use they were held in an area of vita l importance to 
1 
us politically and strategically. 
More recently Elmer Davis wrote in the Atlantic Monthly 
on another f a cet of this informa tiona l problem. In an article 
entitled "News a nd the Whole Truth", Davis wa s particularly 
critic~ l of newspapers who carry 'objectivity' out of bounds. 
I Contending that newspapers "publish everything tha t is sa id on 
both sides of controversia l issues and let the reader make up 
his mind, 11 he seriously questioned the ability and personal 
knowledge of many readers to get a t the facts correctly in the 
I 
I 
1 
event men were lying or did not know what they were talking 
; about.l5 
Although he wa s pri~arily directing his attack on report-
! I ing of domestic politics, the article ha s application to for-
I eign news a s well because frequently it is impossible to separ-
' 
1
a te the two. When he impugned the judgment of readers a s being 
1 too poor to discern "fa ct from fiction, ignorance from knowledge, 
i 
1 
interest from partiality", he was indirectly ca lling for news-
·1 papers to interpret or set the f a cts straight for them. The 
ca se for interpreta tion will be t aken up more fully in the next 
I 
i chapter when ways of improving the reader's understa nding are 
1----
· 15 Elmer Davis, "News and the Whole Truth11 • Atlantic Monthl,y, 
August, 1952, p. 34 
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discussed. 
Others c a rrying out investigations in this a rea of mass 
communica tions have not been so kindly to readers. Curtis Mac 
Dougall h a s been chief among those to point out tha t newspapers 
ha ve devoted an abundance of space to matters on which the v a r-
ious polls have shown the public to be collosally ignorant. 
While making no secret of his belief tha t newspapers should 
make g rea ter us e of public informa tion polls to defend them-
selves aga inst exagger a ted cha rges of malhandling the news, Ma c 
Dougall gives numera ble exa mples to prove his point: 
For instance, at the heigh~ of the 1944 pres-
identia l campaign, only 35% could name either 
vice-presidential ca ndida te. A few months a ft-
er V-J Da y only 8%. could explain the Atlantic 
Cha rter a nd only 25% h ad a ny idea of the pur-
poses of wa r-time lend-lea se. During the de-
b a te on the Full Employment h Ct, when news-
papers were using front page stories on it 
d a ily, 69% of the voters in the second Illi-
nois district, which includes the University 
of Chicago, never had heard of it a nd only 8% 
could explai£6it. Only 11% could name their congressmen. 
MacDougall feels that the newspa pers in the United States 
1 h a ve ma de every effort to comba t the read ing public's ignorance 
and indifference in such matters and tha t they should not be 
blamed because their efforts have ended in f a ilure. He con-
eludes rather pessimistica lly that, 
the problem will never be solved even if 
scientific mindedness becomes so widesprea d 
16 Curtis D. Ma cDougall, Interpretive Reporting. New York: The 
Macmillan Compa ny, 1949, p. 
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a s Everett Dea n Martin a nd other believers 
in the 'ra tional ma n' think it will when 
educational method s ~re overhauled to em-
pha size rea son rather tha n memory a nd the 
ma sses a re ma ny times more intelligent a nd 
enlightened tha n today.l7 
No one in their right mind would deny tha t a badly informed 
or uninformed public constitutes a dangerous condition tha t 
thre~tens the very roots of d emocra tic government, but to des-
pa ir in the feeling tha t the problem defies solution will never 
chang e anything. 
n S wa s expressed earlier, it is this a uthor's belief tha t 
through educa tion the .nmerica n people ca n be r d.: ised to a level 
of understa nd ing whereby we will never h ave to worry a bout 
1 being transformed i nto a n a utocra tic political system with its 
'I 
restricted liberties and where the opinions of uninformed people 
count for nothing. 
It will be a long and difficult pa th to travel, a nd be-
' ca use we a re r a pidly a pproa ching our crossroad in history, it's 
impera tive that we lose a s little time a s possible in l a ying 
I 
the groundwork for the new American mind. Living in a shrunken 
world a nd fighting a death struggle with a riva l ideological 
1 cla imant for the minds of men ma kes this need indisputably 
a cute. 
As Wa lter Lippma nn rema rked not so long a go, our educa -
tional effort is f ar too inadequa te to meet the problems which 
we are now ca lled upon to cope with. ~~lthough we ha ve a cquired 
!7 Ibid, p. 
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the will to educate ourselves. That we must do . quickly, •• "for 
if, in the crucia l yea rs which a re coming, our people rema ined 
1 as unprepa red a s they are for their responsibilities and their 
mission, they ma y not be equal to the cha llenge, and if they 
do not succeed , they may never ha ve a second cha nce in order 
to try aga ln."l8 
Underlying Lippmann's solemn warning is the knowledge tha t 
our high schools and colleges a re not turning out young men 
1 a nd women sufficiently interested enough to keep abreast of 
foreign a ffairs and the position of the United Sta tes in the 
community of na tions. While it is da ngerous to have a n adult 
popula tion apa thetic a nd ignorant in such ma tters of vita l im-
porta nce, it is twice as dangerous to go on a llowing our youth 
to follow the same irresponsible path. 
Recent studies ha ve shown tha t boys a nd girls of high 
school age a nd their older college brethren have a n a l a rmingly 
1 
poor picture of the events that a re da lly sh~ping history. 
Delbert Clark underscored the seriousness of the situa tion in 
an article called "Danger in Wha t \'ve Don't Know", published in 
the New York Times Sunda y ma ga zine se ction a little over a yea r 
ago. Cla rk rea ched five ba sic conclusions as a result of a 
test experiment carried out among 34 high school seniors a t 
1 J ames Monroe High School in the Bronx a nd 25 adult students a t . 
I -
~-----
l8 From a speech before the Na tiona l Citizens Commission forthe 
public schools in San Fra ncisco, March, 1954. 
New York University. Although the high school students fared 
slightly bett er on the twenty question exam, nei~her group 1 s 
performance wa s considered good. 
The high school students averaged just under a grading 
of 49 out of 100 points, while the adults attained an average 
of 45. The top score for the seniors was 76 and the low was 
1 24. The highest adult score was 66 and the lowest 25. Mark-
ing was on the liberal side. Partia l credit was given if the 
testee gave at lea st some indication that he wa s familia r with 
the answer. 
In itself, the test was of the short essay variety. Some 
questions required one sentence answers; others more detailed 
answers of indefinite length. Many of the questions could have 
been answered by reca lling important newspaper stories. Still 
others required a more extensive reading ba ckground a nd know-
ledge of the Constitution, United Nations Charter, and United 
States and English history. A maximum award of three points 
w~s given for ea ch of the first 10 questions and seven for the 
second ten (test questions and answers are found in the 
appendix). 
Off the results of this test, Clark rea ched the following 
conclusions: 1) There is something r ad ically wrong with the 
teaching of socia l studies in our public high schools; 2) Most 
people, on completing their forma l educa tion, tend to forget 
witn- all speed what they did learn, so long a s it is not 
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directly involved in their daily struggle for economic survi-
va l; 3) Such adults a re less well equipped to participa te in-
telligently in civic life than high school students who a re 
popularly consider ed too immature to vote, but neither group, 
genera lly s peaking , ha s the minimum knowledge a nd comprehension 
requisite to being good citizens in a self-governing community; 
4) Tea ching' students to think is going out of f a shi on; and 5) 
There is a crying need for continuing liber al adult educa tion 
rega r dless of the point a t which the individual quit school, 
if Americans are to be able to co pe adequa tely with the com-
plexities of life in a modern industria l democra cy.l9 
In reviewing the test results and conclusions he made on 
their ba sis, Clark made one particula rly significant observa -
tion tha t may well serve a s a genera l explana tion of the 
trouble. He sa id: 
Because the problems of our nationa l development 
over the pa st century and a half have been, in 
large mea sure, physica l and economic, adult ed-
uca tion (a nd formal) to most people ha s- come to 
mean (a) voca tional, to enabl e us to ea rn more 
money or (b) a voca tional, to give us a fterwork 
enterta inment and perha ps a lso enrich our souls. 
Only recently have large numbers of .~ericans 
come to realize tha t these things, worthy in them-
s elves, a re not enough if our society is to con-
tinue free a nd dynamic.20 
It ma y well be that we, a s Americ&ns, being well blessed 
tf 
I 
w~th an a bundance of na tura l wealth and possessing the highest 1 
19 Delbert Cla rk, "Danger in Wha t We Don't Know". New York 
Times Sunda y Maga zine, March 22, 1953, p. 17. 
20 Ibid, p . 64. 
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standard of living in the world , have been too preoccupied with 
our material being to consider our obligations in protecting 
it. One of the ma in rea sons for the phenomenal c ~pital growth 
of the United Stutes is the f act tha t our economy ha s been 
operating in a de ';locratic poll tical environment. If democracy 
should perish through disuse arising out of ignorance and a-
pathy, then a ll our freedoms and ma terial possessions could 
disa ppear over night. 
Cl .s_rk' s findings, a lthough shocking, didn't strike me as 
being proof enough, however, that the level of public under-
standing could be so universally low. If I were to be sure of 
my thesis - tha t the daily newspa per is a neglected source of 
1 information, and that high school students are just as badly 
informed as adults- then I needed a check on Clark's experi-
ment to make sure his test group was not atypical and to pro-
vide the additional ammunition needed to suggest tha t our sec-
onda ry schools are the logica l place to begin to atta ck this 
problem. 
As a solution, I developed my own reading information test 
in the Spring of 1953 which I felt to be more consistent with 
my the sis. \mile it contained some of the features of his test, 
its aim was considerably more pointed in the direction of dis-
covering to just what extent high school students read their 
daily newspa pers, and what information they carried away with 
them--. · It had one s ~ecial advantage over Cl&rk's in that it · 
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was primarily objective. That feature made it possible to 
cover more ground. Its weakness, of course, was in its em-
phasis on recognition and recall rather than on understanding. 
, Description of Test. The test consisted of fifty questions dis- • 
tributed over three main parts. Part I, designed primarily to 
discover the subjects' particular preferences for certain types 1 
of news stories and features, contained 20 questions of the 
four item multiple choice variety. The second part was subdi-
vided to include 10 four item multiple choice questions and 
ten short completiona on general background informa tion. The 
last part was a ten item matching test, requiring the student 
1 to identify key ~orld personalities by a ssociating them with 
position or title. In addition, those tested were a sked if 
they looked at at lea st one newspaper daily, and if so, what 
, part of the paper they turned to first. All of the questions, 
with the exception of the l a st two that were not considered a 
part of the test, were equally weighted a t two points. Theo-
retically, then, if the student were to get all the answers 
right, his total score would be 100 points, however, partial 
credit was given on the completion items of Part II. 
The first part of the test, which I considered the most 
important in terms of my thesis, was the product of very care-
lj 
ful delibera tion a nd planning. It consisted of questions em- I 
bracing all ca tegories of news stories running from the extremely 
- ~ 
---
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I! 
significant to the absolutely trivial. In actual numbers, 
Such there were ten trivial items and ten significant ones. 
I 
stories as the controversy over the Simpson Bill (author, Rep. 1 
Simpson, R-Pa .), enactment of the Tidelands Oil Bill, invasion 
' of the Indo-Chinese kingdom of Laos, and issues standing in the 
way of a Korean War settlement were the substance of questions 
lc.beled significant. Less significant news i terns like the 
Waco, Texas tornado, the apprehension of escaped convict Thee-
dore Green, the MIG-bagging feats of Air Force Captains Manuel 
Fernandez and Josewh McConnell, and the auventures of comic 
strip hero Dick Tracy were used in the development of questions1 
considered trivia. 
It 
Although some of the questions in this first part may seem 1 
to border on the significant and trivia----that is, that they 
could be ea sily labeled one way or the other----it must be re-
membered that there is a difference between what is merely in- 1 
teresting important and wha t is significant important. I didn't 
arbitrarily a ssign the labels significant and trivial. Because 
a news story commands a great amount of a ttention when it 
breaks, or, stated another way, ha s a widespread impact among 
readers, it does not follow that it is significant. The tor-
nado in Waco, Texas, for example made headlines in all of the 
nation's newspapers, but its only real significance lay with 
those who were physically affected by it. Readers elsewhere 
may h ave read about it with active interest, but that interest 
--~ . -
--- ~-===-=:...==-- -
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soon f aded into passive receptivity because the story has no 
continuing importance. Unless the events that make the news 
a re of sufficient import to affect the lives of great numbers 
of people everywhere, or to radically alter the course of civ-
' ilization, then they cannot be considered significant. 
The second part of the test we. s developed mainly to dis-
cover what background information the student possessed. The 
first section conta ined ten multiple choice items, covering a 
wide range of subjects. To complete it successfully, the stu-
dent needed t o know something about the structure of his own 
government, definitions of other types of governments, a little 
about the United Nations and a knowledge of his own rights as 
a citizen of the United States. Some of the questions were 
similar to those used by Delbert Clark. 
The second section of this part contained the ten comple-
tion items. All were of the short answer variety and all were 
ba sed on what I felt to be the most important newsmaking events 
since the end of World War II. This part, unlike the first 
which stressed newspaper reading habits, wa s developed with an 
eye to discovering what information the subjects might have 
gleaned from in-school course work in history, civics or cur-
rent events or outside reading additional to that of the news-
paper. 
Part III, one, by the way, that caused considerable dif-
ficulty, wa s a test of the subjects' knowledge of key figures 
in the news. Among the personalities they were required to 
identify were our chief delegate to the UN, our high commission! 
er · to Germany, the president of the United Mine Workers, a nd 
the premier of the Soviet Union. The ten titles or functions 
we r elisted, and the students were required to choose from a 
11 long list of names the ones that matched. 
Description of Subjects. In early June of 1953 the test wa s 
administered to 105 public high school students in New Bedford , 
Massa chusetts. 
In this connection it should be pointed out that the ques-
tiona comprising Part I of the test were ba sed on news stories 
appearing in the local newspaper, the Standard-Times, during 
the preceding month of May. In self, this is important because 
, according to the continuing studies made of newspaper reader-
ship tbe .-Standard-Times ranks very high. 
The group itself wa s made up of 56 girls and 49 boys rang-
ing from fourteen to twenty years of age. Of the total number 
87 were in the college preparatory division and 18 in the com-
merc'ial course. .hll cla sses were represented. · In the group 
1 
of 87 college prepa r a tory students were 20 freshmen, 29 sopho- ., 
mores, 23 juniors and 15 seniors. The 18 commercia l students 
were juniors. Originally the plan wa s to teat only the col-
lege group, but because I felt tha t it might be interesting 
to see if there were any marked differences between college. 
and commercial students I decided to include the latter. 
The sample wa s not chosen in a r a ndom way, and for tha t 
--:--:=--. ---
I 
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reason it can not be called truly representative. When per-
mission wa s granted to give the test it wa s a qualified yes. 
Because it wa s impossible to fit into the schedule a testing 
program that would enable me to get a completely random sample, 
I wa s told that I could select instead certain classes encom-
pa ssing all four years of school, and in that way a pproximate 
1 a random sampling. Left with no ·~ choice but to test their or 
not test a t all, it occurred to me that the most logica l clas-
ses to select would be English classes. Since English is not 
an elective, but is required of all students for four years, 
I felt that by testing cla sses in English I would come the 
closest I could to getting a representative sample. Obviously 
1 I had to shy away from testing cla sses in history or social 
studies, or mixing the cla sses without regard for subject mat-
ter. I knew that either of those two steps would have impaired 
the sampling and altered the results that I hoped the teat 
would give me. 
The teat ai tuation we. s relatively simple. Nothing was 
announced; the students h ad no prior knowledge that they were 
given before the tests were passed out along with a simple 
explanation tha t the teat wa s one designed to find out what 
things they reE: d in the newspaper and that they were not to 
guess unless rea sona.bly sure of answer. Then after filling 
in the persona l dat a at the top, the students were a sked the 
two auestions mentioned above. As a last word, to put their 
- .• ~~ 
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mind s at ea se, they were told tha t test results were going to 
be kept secret, and that the test had no . bearing on their school! 
work. Forty-five minutes wa s the a llowed time for the test. 
Results of the Test. With respect to the first of the two quest 
ions asked before the actual test was begun, 82 answered that 
they looked at least one newspaper daily; one said frequently; 
' 21 said sometimes; one said seldom; and five said never. In re-
sponse to the second question, exluding those five who said 
they never looked at a newspaper, 37 replied. that they turned 
to the comics first; 25 to the sports section; 15 to the front 
I 
page; five to the classified ads; four to the society page; :1 
tbxee to general news; two to the editorials; and one each to 
the movie section, features, crossword and wea ther. Five others 
said that they turned to no particular page. In some cases the 
subjects listed two preferences. In making this compilation, I 
listed their first choice. 
The highest individual score made on the test was 81. Two 
, boys, one a freshman and the other a sophomore, tied for the II 
top. The lowest test ~esult was a 14 registered by a sophomore 
girl. The lowest score made by a boy on the test was a 22; the 
highest score made by a girl was 75. neither was a commercial 
student. High for that group was a 54 made by a boy, and the 
low was 16 made by a girl. 
Since the ~ommercial group wa s tested only for simple com-
parative purposes, they were not considered in the determinat-
ion of central tendency. They achieved considerably below the 
----- ~-
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level of the four college groups, and had their test scores 
been used in figuring the mean, it would have had the effect 
of dropping it. As it was, the average score for the 87 college 
, students was 42.51. The crude mode was 29, and the median 40.3 
(see Table II for centra l tendency). 
Standard d evia tion (see Table III) was a lso figured on the 
basis of the 87 college students. It figured out to be 16.248, 
which meant that roughly 68% of the group fell between scores 
I of 59 and 26. The curve indica ted normal distribution, but was 
I 
I slightly skewed a t the lower end. ~nen charted in three step 
interva ls, the curve a ppeared as a ma ss of rises and d epress-
1 ions. wnen the step intervals were jumped to ten, however, the 
curve stra i ghtened out a nd assumed a normal shape (see Figure 
I) • 
Total group performance, including the commercia l students, 
was fi gured for each question on the t e st, and is expres sed 
! numerica lly and percentage-wise in Table I. On Part I, for ex-
1 
1
ample, 100 of the subjects out of 105 knew the right answer to 
\ question #16. Expres$ed in percentage, that meant the group 
achieved a t the 95%· level. Tha t was not surprising in view of 
I 
the f act tha t question #16 required the students to identify 
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg a s the a tomic spies that were sent-
l anced to die in the electric chair. On the other hand, question 
1 # 6 caused the subjects considerable d i fficulty. This one a sked 
them to identify the successor to Omar N. Bradley as cha irma n 
of the Joint Chiefs of Sta ff. Although the story on this change 
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in t op level mil i t ary planning received nowhere near the att-
ention given the Rosenbergs, it wa s still front page news. Yet 
only ten students in 105 could name Admiral Arthur W. Radford 
a s the newly sea ted cha irman. This r eprented less than 10% of 
the group. 
On Part II, the one on general background information, 
overall a chievement dro pped lower than that on Part I. To cite 
a few examples, only 25% of the group could i dentify a total -
itaria n government from its definition (#4); only 12% could 
name Italy a s a country tha t does not belong to the United 
Nations; only 11% could tell the purpose of the Truma n Doct-
rine; and only a quarter of the group recognized Thoma s Jeff-
erson's "We hold these truths to be self evident 11 lines as 
part of the Declaration of Independence. 
The group's performance on Part III was as equally a s 
poor a s that on Part II. In only three ca ses d i d better t han 
50% of the group successfully identify personalities. Interest-
ingly enough 88% i dentified John L. Lewis as president of the 
United l~ne Workers. Another 81% knew Malenkov as premier of 
the Soviet Union and 67% placed Sygma n Rhee as the president 
of South Korea. Only two out of the 105 tested identified Dan-
iel Malan as the dictator of South Africa. 
Tabl.es I( A), I(B) and I( C) show the breakdown on class 
performance. Table I(A), to illustrate, shows the relative 
performances of the five classes on Part I. The twenty quest-
i ons have been divided into two ca tegories, significant and 
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1 trivia-human interest. They are the numbered items on the ex-
treme left. To the right of them are five columns l abeled ace-
ording to class. There are two sets of figures in each column. 
The one on the left is the tota l number of students in the 
group tha t ·scered a right a nswer; the one on the right is that 
1 number expre ssed in a percentage. At the bottom is the class 
average on both the significant items and the trivia-huma n int-
1 erest items, and the combined or total average of both. On this 
pa rticular part the Juniors scored the highest average on the 
significant items and the trivial items. Tha t also gave them 
a total average hi gher than any of the other classes. The comm-
ercia l students did the poorest of the groups. 
Table I(B) is set up in the very same f a shion as Table I 
1 (A) except that the test items are simply listed at the left 
, in numerical order. On this particular part the Seniors gained 
the highest group average a nd the Juniors the lowest. Table I 
(C) shows the results of Part III in the same way that the re-
sults of Parts I and II have been shown. 
As an additional feature of this study the 87 college stu-
dents were divided according to sex, and an average score was 
obta ined for both the girls and the boys. The mean score for 
the boys was significantly higher tha n that of the whole group. 
It was 48.92, or better than six points above the group mean. 
I The girls mean was 36.53, Whicli represented a drop-off of a 
fraction under six points (Table IV has this information). Fig-
ure II shows the curves for both groups, including a smaller 
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reproduction of the overlapping distributton curves. The plot-
ted curves for the twq sexes show a striking similarity to the 1 
total group curve. 
The last table, V, shows the comparative performances of 
boys and girls (including commercial students) on Part I of the 
test. The average figures show that the boys led the girls in 
the number of right answers on both significant and trivial 
items----11% better in both cases, and that the margin of diff-
erence was the same on the total average. 
Conclusions: 
1) Considering the group as a whole, I think it can be 
1 
safely asserted tha t they did not exhibit any great knowledge 
1 or understanding of the things a responsible citizen might be 
expected to know. They indicated in answering Part I a decided 
preference for the trivia and human interest items, and on 
Parts II and III they demonstr ated a pronounced weakness in 
the possession of ba ckground information. If anything, they 
were probably poor newspaper readers. 
2) There were no really sharp differences between the var-
ious classes, although the seniors did indicate in answering 
Part II that they had more background information than any of 
the other clas ses. The commercial students ind icated that they 
were not as well read as the other groups. 
3) Sex did seem to be a determining factor in the type of 
stories read. There were indications that boys devote more time 
to reading newspapers than girls do. 
4) The test results indica te that our high schools a re not 
doing enough to turn out young men and women sufficiently int-
erested in world a ffairs so they can t ake an active a nd resp-
onsible part in shaping the decisions incumbent upon the people 
in a democratic society. 
= 
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Group Performance Qn each test item (165 students) 
1. 74 70% 1. 46 44% 21. 32 30% 
2. 14 13% 2. 71 68% 22. 92 88% 
3. 98 93% 3. 63 60% 23~ 12 11% 
4. 16 15% 4. 26 25% 24. 86 81% 
5. 54 51% 5. 61 58% 25. 70 67% 
6. 10 9~ % 6. 33 31% 26. 43 41% 
7. 26 25% 7- 38 36% 27. 2 1% 
8. 63 60% 8. 13 12% 28. 9 8% 
9. 84 80% €). 26 25% 29. 40 38% 
10. 56 53% 10. 12 11% 30. 49 47% 
11. 46 44% 11. 26 25% 
12. 47 45% 12. 7 7% 
13. 49 47% 13. 22 21% 
14. 61 58% 14. 30 29% 
15. 71 68% 15. 44 42% 
16. 100 95% 16. 8 8% 
17. 15 14% 17. 16 15% 
18. 32 30% 18. 52 49% 
19. 62 ~ 59% 19. 22 21% 
20. 52 50% 20. 34 32% 
-===--------=== - -
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TABLE I (A) 
Sisnificant Sr. (15) J r. ( 23) Soph. ( 29) Fr. ( 20 ) C3(18 ) 
2 1 . 07 6 .26 4 .14 2 .10 1 .06 
4 4 .27 4 .17 4 .14 2 .10 2 .11 
6 0 .oo 5 .22 3 .10 2 .10 0 .oo 
7 2 .13 8 -35 6 .21 5 .25 5 .28 
11 9 ,60 12 .52 11 . 38 7 .35 7 -39 
12 5 .33 14 .61 15 .52 6 .30 7 
-39 
13 5 .33 12 .52 13 .45 12 .60 7 .39 
17 1 .07 7 .30 3 .10 3 .15 1 .06 
18 4 .27 9 .39 10 .34 5 .25 4 .22 
19 11 
-73 13 .56 17 -59 15 ·75 6 .33 
I Trivia & B..!.h . 
I 1 12 .80 17 .74 21 .72 17 .85 7 .39 I 
I 
I 
3 14 .93 23 .100 29 .100 19 .95 13 
-72 
I 5 7 .47 15 .65 16 -55 10 .so 6 .33 , 
I 8 8 .53 18 .78 17 .59 13 .65 7 -39 
9 10 .67 21 .91 24 .83 18 .90 11 .61 
1 10 7 .47 16 .70 16 -55 9 .45 8 .47 
14 7 .47 14 .61 17 .59 11 
-55 12 .66 
I 15 11 
-73 17 .74 21 .72 13 .65 9 .so 
16 15 .100 22 .96 25 .86 20 .100 17 .94 
20 5 .33 11 .48 16 .55 12 .60 8 .47 
Ave. on Signif'ica nt 28% 39.5% 29.7% 29 .5~ 22.3% I -
Ave. on Trivia & HI 64% 75-7% 69.6% 70% 55.8% 
- -
1 Tota l Average 46% 57,6% 49.6% 49.7% 39.1% 
' 
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PART II 
1 
. 2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Ave # 1-10 
Ave # 11-20 
Total Ave 
TABLE I (B) 
-----=- ----- - -
-
Sr. (15) 
13-82 
14-93 
15-100 
5-33 
12-80 
7-47 
9-60 
5-33 
6-40 
0-00 
8-53 
2-13 
2-13 
6-40 
8-53 
1-07 
5-33 
12-80 
6-40 
11-73 
56.8 
40.6 
48.7 
Jr. ( 23) 
7-30 
9-39 
11-48 
9-39 
8-35 
5-22 
7-30 
2-09 
3-13 
2-09 
2-09 
1-04 
2:...09 
5-22 
7-30 
2-09 
2-09 
8-35 
3-13 
3-13 
-
So ph. ( 29) 
11-38 
24-83 
15-52 
6-21 
20-69 
8-28 
11-38 
2-07 
8-28 
3-10 
6-21 
3-10 
10-34 
11-38 
15-52 
3-10 
5-17 
14-48 
8-28 
11-38 
37,5 
29.6 
33.6 
Fr, ( 20) 
11-55 
12-60 
12-60 
4-20 
8-40 
4-20 
5-25 
3-15 
5-25 
2-10 
5-25 
1-05 
8-40 
8-40 
10-50 
0-00 
3-15 
13-65 
3-15 
7-35 
33.0 
29.0 
31.0 
! 
=+--
I 
01 • .(_18~ 
4-22 
12-66 
9-50 
2-11 
13-72 I 
9-50 
6-33 
1-06 
4-22 
5-28 
5-28 
o-oo 
0-00 
0-00 
4-22 
2-11 
I 
I 1-06 
5-28 ,/ 
2-11 
2-11 
36.0 
11.7 1 
I 
23.8 
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TABLE IV 
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Girls (45) 
Range- H-75 L-14 
Mode- 29 
Mdn.- 32.1 
!"lean= the sum of fx 
N 
M= 1644 
45 
IVJ:• 36.53 or 37 
, ' 
Boys (42) 
Range- H-81 L-22 
Mode- 35 
Mdn.- 47 
M= ~ 42 
M• 48.92 or 49 
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CHAPTER IV 
Poor education and overcrowded schools 1 
depressions and slumps, delinquency a nd 
slums, conflicts and strikes, wars-----
these things just don't happen, like 
floods or hurricanes. They a re crea ted 
by people and circumstances. Such evils 
should not be taken for granted. We can 
do something about them. News provides 
us with the facts and knowledge we need 
for constructive action.l 
Per G. Stensla nd 
---- and. Larry Dennis 
In reviewing the failure of the American people to a rm 
themselves with the informa tion requisite to responsible par-
ticipation a s citizens in a democra cy, it should. now be appar-
ent that they, themselves, are more at fault than the news-
papers that serve them. For tha t rea son, greater e~fort should. 
be expended in the direction o~ improving readers, rather than 
lifting the standards under which the press opera tes. I~ the 
reading public can be convinced. that it need s to be well in-
formed, then the press will have no recourse but to change 
a lso. But it is wishful thinking, I believe, to go expecting 
newspa pers to bring about this transforma tion when the job is 
.primarily one for our educa tors. 
The pla cing of this burden of awakening readers to their 
needs, however, does not give our newspa pers a clean bill o~ 
1 Per G. Stensland and Larry Dennis, 11 Keeping Up With the 
News" ( a pamphlet). Science Research Associates, Chicago, 
1951, p. 4. 
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health. Although the responsible ones are making every effort 
to rea ch readers on the more vital matters tha t make the news, 
a nd improve themselves in the process, others are still not 
sufficiently aware of these obli gations to the American people. 
Ca n newspa pers be a neglected source of f a cts when the 
f acts are not there for the reader to gather, or a re presented 
in such a way that the reader is confused or misled by them? 
Is it fair to expect tha t the public will be well informed 
when newspa pers f a il to interpret difficult ma teria l? 
Are news papers doing a good jmb when they offer for con-
sumption the news in preconceived patterns designed to make 
them da ily sources of amusement r a ther than enlighte~ment? 
These a re the most serious indictments with which the 
press ha s been cha rged, and because of their seriousness these 
a re things tha t the press should strive most to correct. For 
, if the press fails to provide a ll ~ f a cts, f a ils to interEret 
the difficult ~, and f a ils to give each story position and 
attention commensura te with its i mportance, then the job of re- ' 
educa ting readers will be served with an a dditional handicap. 
Beyond these recommendations, there a re other more posi-
tive steps newspapers can take to promote a better informed 
public. William F. Michelfelder suggested one way in an arti-
cle published in Public O£inion Qua rterly for the Fall of 1949. 
He outlined the results of an experiment carried out among the 
subscribers to the New Brunswick, New Jersey Da ily ~ News 
and Sunda y Times. 
Beca use the editors of the Home News suspected its readers 
wer e not sufficiently attentive of world issues a nd problems. 
it d eveloped the idea of a news paper referendum. First of all. 
I its reporters went a round in the territory served by the Home 
News, ca sua lly a sking readers certain questions a responsible 
citizen would be expected to know. The results were a s expect-
ed. "Dean Hutchinson", one person a nswered when a sked who our 
Secreta ry of Sta te was. To the question, "What is the Atlantic 
Pa ct? 11 they received a nswers of which the following three are 
typica l: 
' ?}***America , joined by other countries who don't pa y their wa r 
debts, getting ready to fi ght Russi a . 
****Putting the Atlantic Fleet around the Iron Curtain. 
***-!:·Lending i.;.merican ba ttleships to the British navy. 
Then , a fter enough information h ad been collected to 
prove their point, they publici zed the findings with the an-
nouncement tha t they were running a series of articles de-
1 signed to clear up misinformation where it existed and to pro-
I vide informa tion where ther e wa s none. To check readershi p on 
the a rticles, the editors of the Home News printed 20,000 ba l-
I lots conta ining questions on the articles and distributed them 
in the area. The readers were advised to fill in the a nswers 
a nd that a fter the completion of the articles the ba llots 
woul d be picked up . Of the 20,000 distributed, 7,232 were 
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collected. Michelfelder, then an editorial associa te on the 
Home News, wa s gra tified by the results. He remar ked in the 
article; 11 Stra i ght news and interpretive reporting a re not dead, 
the Home News lea rned; it's just a matter of exhuming the read-
er • u2 
Polls, a lthough consider ed to be of dubious va lue by many 
editors, are another device news papers can use to better serve 
the reader and themselves. The Philadel phia Bulletin has been 
opera ting its own poll since the Summer of 1944, and ha s de-
rived grea t benefits. Not only h a s it given Bulletin editors 
the opportunity to find out where the public is ignoran~, but 
it also tells them wha t the public understands. In tha t wa y 
they can determine whether there is a need for definitive 
writi ng, or whether the writing is on too high a plane. But 
the most important thi ng newspapers ca n do is get together 
with educa tors and develo p programs simila r to the World Affairs 
Progr am now conducted jointly by the Minnea polis Star and the 
World Affairs Center a t the University of Minnesota. 
In conjunction with leading Upper Midwest educators, the 
Star developed the World Affa irs Prog~am and put it into oper-
a tion in the Fall of 1946. It wa s developed ma inly because 
junior a nd senior high school administrators a nd teachers had 
complained for 40 years that they had been tea ching current 
events without ever having been successful in their efforts to 
2 \'Villiam F. Michelfelder, "Experiment in Democra cy - A News-
paper Referendum". Publ ic Opinion Quarterly, Fall 1949, p .14<> 
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get students to make intelligent use of newspa pers_, which they 
felt should be the best sources of information. Designed pri-
marily for use in the junior a nd senior high schools, the pro-
gr am ha s been used successfully a s f ar down a s the fifth grade. 
Gideon Seymour, ~xecutive ed itor of the Minneapolis Star 
and Tribune, commenting on the a ims of the program, sa id: 
A principal difficulty of teachers ha s been 
tha t pupils are not discrimina ting readers. 
Most of them are unable to distinguish in 
importance between the corner grocery store 
robbery a nd civil war i n Palestine. Our pur-
pose wa s to .enable children to lea rn, in 
school, how to read newspapers----how to dis-
tinguish between tha t which is. importa nt and 
that which is merely interesting or is trashy. 
This is an obvious service to the pupil. It 
is a s great a service, we think, to the bet-
terment of newspapers. Good newspapers spend 
a lot of money for a ccess to the best sources 
of information and certainly it is to their 
interest ~o train readers to understand the 
difference between (to use an example I have 
often used) the New York Times and the Da ily 
Mirror.3 
Ea ch yea r the director of the World Affa irs Program, Dr. 
William Rogers of the University of Minnesota , prepares 26 
sets of test questions, ea ch test consisting of 30 questions. 
Fifteen of the questions are on the 'topic of the week'. To p-
los of the week a re chosen before the beginning of the school 
year and are announced to tea chers who use the program so that 
they may better integrate them with their own socia l studies 
programs. The other 15 questions are on genera l current news 
of. . importance. 
3 From typewritten statement on the World Affairs Program . 
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The Minneapolis Star publishes the 30 test questions each 
Thursday of the week and the answers on Saturday. On Mondays 
it publishes a background article on the 'topic of the week'. 
More than 1400 schools in Minnesota , both the Dakotas, 
and Western Wisconsin have adopted the World Affa irs Program, 
and more than 90,000 individuals have made use of _the program 
in classes. h t the end of the school year the Star conducts 
written exams on a regiona l basis; the fifty students who score 
the highest on this exam then come to Minneapolis for a f'inal 
competition. Six winners are taken from this group a nd sent 
to Washington on a sightseeing trip. ris part of the competi-
tion teachers using the program are invited to submit reports 
on the procedure used in conducting their World Affairs Pro-
gram. Those six whose reports are judged best are given a 
trip to the United Nations. 
Although remarkable progress has been made in selling the 
program to junior and senior high schools, it ha s not been 
made as useful as it could be to adult groups like women's 
clubs and church organiza tions, mainly beca use use of the pro-
gram in the schools h a s grown so fast that the Star h asn't had 
the time. Even so, many adults to follow the questions in the 
Star, and readership surveys have shown tha t program inf'orma-
tion is highly popular with adults. 
There are other newspapers that maintain independent ed-
ucational departments for the purpose of' making materials 
-85-
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available to schools and organiza tions. Some of these depart-
ments operate well organized programs similar to the Minneapo-
lis Star's; others function in an informal way, reproducing 
specific articles upon request, or supplying whole copies for 
use in general study situations. 
The New York Herald-Tribune, for example, operates a well 
organized school service plan similar to the Minneapolis St ar.! ·s. 
It publishes a weekly school edition called the Current Events I 
Review which it makes ava ilable to schools at a reasonable cost. 
Recently, in its continual efforts to make the program a s dy-
namic a s possible, t he educa tiona l dept. of the Herald-Tribune 
introduced a new feature called History in the Making. It has 
a s its main purpose the job of giving a clear and concise sum-
mary of the week's important events. 
The Des Moines Register, Provid ence Journal, Atlanta 
I Constitution, Portland Oregonian ana the Richmond Times-Dis-
patch are five other leading newspa pers used by schools and 
colleges in conjunction with history, civics, journalism and 
1 current events courses. The Journal, because it is a monopoly 
paper, ca rries on an unusua l service in that, so f a r a s I know, 
no other paper ha s dared to copy. _In add ition to its own, it 
makes copies of 60 other newspapers throughout the country 
' available for compa r ative study. 
Obviously there is little need to extoll the virtues of 
world a ffa irs programs like the Minneapolis Star's and the 
- - = ---;__.;;:.___- -,.,: 
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other forward-looking newspapers mentioned. The sad part is 
that not enough news papers a re sufficiently interested in the 
needs of young readers to spend money on such programs. If 
only more of them realized how important it is to press free-
dom to have an intelligent and informed reading public a ctive-
ly interested in world affairs, ·and followed the lead of the 
Star, then it wouldn't be too f ar distant before we would have 
a body of citizens ca pable of rendering the sound decisions so 
essentia l to the c ontinuous growth and well being of our demo-
cratic system. 
But the initia tive mustn't rest entirely with newspa pers. 
Teachers a nd educa tional administra tors must shoulder some 
of the burden in turning out young men and women who will be 
responsible citizens tomorrow. It is not enough tha t they use 
newspa pers merely a s tools for tea ching current events or civ-
ics. They have a greater duty to our young people to make 
them responsible readers .first. 
They can take the lead by tea ching students to be selec-
tive in choosing a newspaper to read . They can emphasize the 
importance of being well informed and point out how the news-
paper can fulfill that need. They can i nculcate a sense of 
values that will enable the student to discriminate between 
the rea lly importa nt story and the one that is merely inter-
esting. They can educa te the student to the va rious service 
fea t ures the newspaper provid es, and, in general, point out 
I -87-
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the differences between good newspapers and bad ones. 
These are things that I think should preclude the use of 
the newspa per in a purely academic way. Call it a newspaper 
reading course, if you will, but I believe it is the most 
logical way to a tta ck the problem. If it seems that I have 
pla ced undue emphasis on the need for making responsible read-
era out of our young people, it is only because I feel that 
1 they a re ea sier to rea ch than adults. 
The institutional structure of our schools, compelling, 
as it does, all young people to attend up to a certa in age, 
makes this possible. Adults, on the other hand, because they 
are outside of the orbit of formal education, cannot be so 
1 ea sily steared into responsible reading. 
- -
-- ----
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NRT1. .ANSWER KEY 
PART I PART II PART III 
1. a 1. b 21. n 
2. c 2. b 22. t 
3. b 3. c 23. r 
4. b 4. d 24. k 
5. b 5. c 25. h 
6. c 6 . a 26. d 
7· d 7. b 27. b 
8. c 8. b 28. e 
9. b 9. d 29 . p 
10. b 10. a 38. g 
11. c 11. Korean War 
12. b 12. Netherlandi 
I 
13. d 13. Argentina-
Peron 
14. a 
14. NATO 
15. d 
15. Military 
16. d leaders are 
subservient 
17. c to civil 
authority 
18. a 
16. Trieste 
19. a 
17. Ya lta 
20. c 
18. 38th parallel 
19. Taft-Hartley Act 
20. French Indo-China 
.... -
,. 
C:UESTI ONNAE(E 
1 . Has your newspaper made any ef fort to measure or determine r eaders ' needs? 
YES NO 
2o Has your newspaper made any effort to discover readers ' desires, likes or 
dislikes? 
YES NO 
- - -
3 . Has ~rour ne11spaper made a.J.l.Y ef fort to determine t he average educational 
level of i t s readers? 
YES NO 
4. If so, at v:hat level has it been placed? (I ndicate by school gr ade, ex ~ 
8th9 lOth, 12th etc. ) 
5. l{.fha t part of your paper has the greates t reader interest a s well a s you 
can determine? ( Check in order of popularity, l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ?, a.J.l.d 8) 
FCLITIC.AL ND, iS ( ) 
C.:CONOHIC NKvJ S ( ) 
Hill1AlJ I N'l··.l_;rt.L::.ST N .b~~ ~ S ( ) 
GR.I HE-DISASTER NEwS ( ) 
SPORTS ( ) 
corucs ( ) 
EJJI TUJUJ\LS ( ) 
FEATURES ( ) 
6. Indicate in nlllilerical order ,reader preference for the following cla tJ s of 
ne'l'lS stories : 
FORl!:IGN NATIONAL ________ __ 
LOCAL 
----
7. Is your newspaper used by the public schools or colleges for educa tional 
purposes in the area you serve? 
YE:.) lW 
---
8 . If so, explain the nature of its use briefly. 
9. Is your newpaper making any attempt to interpret t be news other than on 
the editorial page? 
Y.i!;3 l'JO 
(~UESTI02 !NAIFJ£ ( cont. ) 
lOo Has it nade use of a device lcnmm a s the background precede,~~- or somet hing 
sir;ti lar to it, in stories of a continui ng na ture like t he Panmunjom peace 
t alks? 
YBS .NO 
ll. Ha s your newspaper made any attempt to tie the news together in a SUlTiinary 
package 9 showing r elationships Hhere possible? 
YES ;·.J (J 
l2o Has y)ur nev:spaper made any attempts to cut dovm. · the length of news stor-
iesJ eliminating extraneous elements and sharpening the l ar.guage used? 
Y:L>.;S NO 
l 3o Has your newspaper con sidered elimi na l i ng jump stories, and have any s t eps 
been t aken in this direction? 
YES I'JO 
14. Has your newspaper made any basic changes i n typogr aphica l makeup to impr ove 
readability : 
WITHIN LAST 
WITHIN LAST 
~-JITHIN LAST 
5 
10 
20 
YEi~fU3 
YEAH.S 
YEARS 
15. Has ,;rour newspaper made any a L tempt t o make its style of writing more 
appealing? 
YES NO 
l 6 o Does your newspaper main t a in a full time r esearch and polling s taff? 
Part-time? 
YES lW 
-;<background precede - A short suramary or paragr aph explaining what has gone 
before to bring the r ea der up to date or to refresh his 
memory . 
\ ' 
' ' 
NAME (Print) 
Las t 
AGE Years 
SEX Male ( ) Female ( ) 
COURSE College ( ) Conm1ercial ( ) General ( ) 
YEAR l ( ) 2 ( ) 3 ( ) 4 ( ) 
PART I . . Check right ~!!:~.~.!::. ~-<?- .teft 
1. In early May, Corp oral Donald Le Gay mad e he~dlines in this 
section of the country because : 
(~ he was one of two liberated Korean war prisoners from 
Massachusetts in th e g:"oup of 1L~9 releasede 
b. he performed an act of meritorious bravery in Korea . 
c. he shot his commanding officer at Fort Dix, N.J. 
d. he deserted the western sector of Berlin for the Soviet side. 
2. Luangprabang may sound like one of Jon!;J.than Swift's fictional 
places , but actually i t has been in tho newspapers because: 
a . it is an area of P9ru that recently experienced heavy 
earthquakes. 
( ) b. it is a town in Georgia that was ripped by a tornado •. 
(~ it is the capital of Laos, a French Indo-Chinese kingdom 
assaulted by Conmunist Vietminh forces . 
( ) d . it is the center of Mau Mau terroism in Kenya . 
3. Da rk Star and Native Dancer made news i n May becaus e: 
( ) ~they were the first British jets to fly over 
( ~ . they are the horses that finished one -two in 
Derby . 
the South Pole. 
the Kentucky 
( ) 
4. 
c. they were steamships involved in a collision in San Francisco 
Bay. 
d . as musicals they we re the talk of Broadway . 
The Simps on Bill (author, Rep . S:Lmpson, R-Pa .) was attacked by 
Secretary of State Dulles because he fe lt it 11 would have severe 
internationa l repercussions", and would be 11 injurious to the best 
interests and welfare of the United States . 11 This bil l is 
designed to: 
( ) a . force the western European countries of France, West Germany) 
Ita l y a nd the Benelux nations to sign 11 a no trade with 
/ Communists pact . 11 
(~ . increase tariff protection for American industries against 
competition from cheaper foreign goods . 
' 
' 
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) c. make the other NA'J:l!) rr:e;n'Jers contribute higher, fixed quotas 
of military and accnomic ass i stance for western defense. 
( ) d. replace the Recj.procal Trades Act. 
S. Theodore Green was apprehended in Hackensack, New Jersey after 
he had: 
( ) 7 shot three people on a Manhat tan subway. 
Cv1'b. succeeded in escaping fr om Massachuset ts State Prison in a 
crate of rags. 
c. received stolen military information from the Brooklyn Navy 
Yard. 
( ) d. kidnapped the son of a wea lthy East Or ange , N.J. banke~1 s son. 
6 . Omar N. Bradley wi ll be s uc ceede d as chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff in August by : 
( ) a . Lieutenant Genera l Al fred M. Gruenther 
( ) b. General Hoyt s. Vandenberg 
(~Admiral Arthur W. Raclf ord 
( ) d. General Matthew Ridgeway 
7. During May , what country became the first to ratify the 
European Army Treaty? 
) a. France 
) b. Italy 
( ·) 7 Sweden 
(~ d. West Germany 
8. Associated Press corre spondent William N. Oatis figured 
importantly in mid-May news because: 
) a • 
( ) b. 
-(~ 
( ) d. 
he disappeared behind the Iron Cur~ain with stolen State 
Department documen t s. 
he t estifi ed b e fore the House un-American Activities Com-
mittee on charges of being a Communist. 
he was released fr om a Czechoslovakian prison after serving 
t wo years of a ten year sentence . 
he received a Pulitzer prize for his accounts of the mass 
refugee movement from East Germany to the West . 
~- j 
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Dr. Von Nucileus. flew Switzerland to the Uni t ed States to save 
Little Wings ' 1J.fe .; Wh o would you be apt tq,. ~ssociate him with? 
( ) a, F®A~~ess Fosdick 
(~ Dick Tra~y 
( ) c. !!Jnric~ Fermi 
) d. the Atomi c Energ y Commiss i W! 
10. captain Joseph l'/IcConne l1 a n d C ~pt a in Manuel Fernandez:..,. together 
made news in May because 
( ) a. they flew a jet fr om London ~ o Singa pore in record-breaktng 
ime. 
Jl' 
(/. b' they shot ddvm t h irty Russ ian r.nG Is i n Korea. 
( ) c, they ave rt ~? d a transeoLt i n e Ht-:11 p l ane d isaster by safely 
landing the i r plane i n Rio J'anoiro . 
d. they aet a new a ltitud e reco~d for the Army's latest jet 
bomber. 
11. In the l a tter part of 11Tay , t wo top g overnment l&a.dex-s went on 
a friendship tour of th3 Mi ddl e Ee.8 t, Pa kistan and Indi.a. Th.~ 
were: 
( ) a. Mrs. Oveta Gulp Hobby a nd lAr ~; . Ivy Baker Priest 
( ) > Thomas Dewey and Henry Csb a t Lqdg.e , Jr. 
(v'/'c. John Foster Dulles ~nd Ha r o l d Stassen 
( ) d, Sherma n Admas an d Robert A. Taft 
12. During May, UN a nd Communist peac3 negotiators were dis agreed 
over the on e chi e f issue standing in the way of a 'iruce. It was 
the q~estion of: 
a. 
{ ) ?ai. tting Red China into the United Nations. 
(v('"b. de.c iding the f ate of 46,000 Chinese and North Korean 
priso n e rs. 
( c. turning Formosa over t o the Chinese Commies. 
( d. pi.cking the neutra l nat i ons t o supervise a Korean peace. 
13. In l a te May an i nf l uent i a l u.s. s enat or, in a speech read for 
him a t a Cincinna ti dinno:r , sai d t h i s country 11 might as well fo~­
get "Qhe United Nations as far as the Korean War is concerned." 
He is : 
( a. S ~nator Dirksen of Illinois 
{ ) b. S~nator Hickenlooper of Iowa 
(see n ex t page) 
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( ) ~enator Jenner of Indiana 
( v("d. Sen.a t o r Taft of Ohio 
14. In May , the mayor of New Bedford , Edward c. Pierce, was sen-
tenced to serve four years in the Norfolk County House of 
.rrection in Dedham for: 
(v1 a . conspiracy concerning gaming laws. 
( ) b . bribery concerning gamlng lawso 
( c. imbezzlement of city funds. 
d . forgery of municipal bondso 
1). Most basebal l f ans Were amazed at the tremendous play of what 
major league team during May':' 
a . New York Giants 
( b. Detroit Tigers 
( c . St. Louis Cardinals 
( .. ) d . Milwaukee Braves 
16. Some time during the vveek of June l)th was the date set for the 
execution of atomic spies : 
) a . Jules and Emma Ringdahl 
b. John and Edna Raybe rg 
dward and Katrine Rosenbloom 
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg 
17 . In May, France ' s government fe ll for the 18th time since the end 
of Wor ld War II . Premier of the fallen government was: 
( ·)a. Vincent Aurio l 
Georges Bidault 
Rene Mayer 
( ) d . Henri Queil l e 
18. During May the Tidelands Oil Bill became l aw. This law - turns over 
o fshore oil deposits to : 
the states 
) b, the f ederal government 
) c. private oi l companies 
d. Mexico 
' 
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19. Japanese elections in May returned who as premier for the 
th time? 
Shigeru Yoshida 
b. Mamoru Shigemitsu 
) c. Hari Tokoyo 
) d. Grani Zaibatsu 
20. Scene of a terrible tornado in May that resulted in the 
destruction of its tusj_nc.ss district and the loss of more than 
100 lives was: 
a. San Antonio, Texas 
Wichita, Kansas 
Waco, Texas 
( ) d. Shreveport ~ Louisiana 
r .""' 
__ .., ___ ....... _._ -..J.J...J.. V .&..I.!J.GI.V.J...V.l.l 
1. If both the preside nt and vice-president of the United State~ 
should die while in office, who would then succeed to the 
presidency? 
Secretary of State ( ( 
( 
( 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
c. President pro t e rn of the Senate 
d. Assistant to the President 
2. What is the source of troubl e between Great Britain and Iran? 
( • control of the Sue ~ Cnn&l 
( control of prod u:: t :L on. 2..:1d o i s tri but ion of Iranian oil 
( c. guerilla raids o~ :3~~ i tish mj_li t a ry installations 
( d. use of Irania n psr cs ::;~- i-)T 2..j:;L3h ships 
3. The present locati on of Chia ng Kai Shek's Nationalist government 
is: 
( a. Peking 
( • Hong Kong 
( Formosa 
( ) Kurile Islands 
4. A government that denies the existence of no other opposition 
party or political organization is best described as: 
( 
( 
( 
( 
anarchistic 
imperialistic 
• a uthori tar ian 
totalitarian 
5. A government that advocates public ownership and operation of 
essential industry, but b elieves its goals can be accomplished by 
peaceful legislative means is best described as: 
fascistic 
• oligarchic 
socialistic 
communistic 
6. A court order for the r elea s e or prompt hearing of a prisoner 
against whom no spe cific charges h a v e be e n placed, or who other-
illegally h e ld in custody is known as a: 
writ of habeas corpus 
) writ of a s s istance 
) c. writ of mandamus 
) d. writ of a ttainde r 
7. V\Thich · one of the following political bodies is not an organ of the 
United Nations? 
( • Trusteeship Council 
{ Chamber of Dep uti es 
( ) c. Security Council 
( ) d. International Court of Justice 
see next page 
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B. Which one of the fol·l owing countries is ·not a member of the 
United Nations? 
• Pakistan 
Italy 
) c. Swi tzerland 
) d. New Zealand 
9. 11 We hold these tr1~~.l-.. s to bG self-evident-9 that all men are 
created equal, th::, t tl'1 ey ~-'-r " F.: ndowed by their Creator with 
certain unalienable r:~ght.s , ·: ;hat among the se are Life, Liberty 
and the pursuit oJ' He.rp~·-~lss~l .,,r js an expression of our dem-
ocratic way of life. It is part of: 
( a. The preamble · to the Cor-stitution 
( b. Lincoln's Gettysburg Address 
( Washington's Farewell Address 
( Jefferson's Declaration of Independence 
10. In 1947, President Truman presented to the world a doctrine 
that became known as the 'l'ruman Do c trine. What did it do 
( 
( 
----·-.. --- ..... -· _ ,._.. __ _. . ____ ...... 
specifically? 
a. extended American f inancial aid to Greece and Turkey in the 
struggle against 'J omn1·v.Ei sn 
b. Warned the Soviet lli:ion against aidi ng the Chinese 
Communists 
c. placed an embargo against t he entry of Communist controlled 
and operated ships into American ports 
) d. established reciprocal trade agreaments between the Unitei 
States and the free countries of Western Europe 
PART III Completion (fill in the blanks) 
11. The one key issue that swung the 1952 election to the Repub-
licans was the }(o/I£AIV W~R 
12. Indonesia gained her independence since the end of World ' War II 
from what country? N&ntf:P.I-IJND.S (HtJLI.r!#l)) 
13. Freedom of the press in the world suffered a terrific blow when 
the newspaper La Prensa was viciously suppressed in 1949 for 
voicing its opposTtron-to a dictator and his policies. Where 
did this happen and vvho was the die ta tor? IV~Gil'liiNA - P. Rt:J/11 • 
14. In 1949, 14 freedom-loving nations of the West banded together 
in a collective security arrangement known as the MM1N IJrJAN1"1c . TI?611TY · 
aRG;JNIZ.!J riON 
15. In March of 1951, General of the Army Douglas MacArthur was 
relieved of his Pacific C ormnand for violating a cardinal prin-
ciple of United States government. What was that . principle? 
1~/L I 1FJRj J.EFJJ)ER S I#R£ S'UBSER lllifNT CIVI L fttiT?-1 0/Vr,Y 
16. Long a sour~e of friction between Italy and Yugoslavia is the 
fr ee port of TRI€SrF , now under trust ee ship of the Uni 'ied 
Nations. 
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Completion ( ; ont.) 
17. Russia was granted cert a in territorial concessions in the Far 
East as a result of the Y~'>i..T~ Conference in 1945. 
18. North Korean armies precipitated the war in Korea when they 
attacked across the 31''TJ1 PIJ!<!U.J.t:t- . 
19. A federal act that has been constantly under attack by 
organized l abGr since 19L~7 is 7J.7Pr-f/r11?7'1..#~ • 
20.' French armies are currently E)ngaged in a war with Communist 
forces in _fB.E!IICJl _J/11/) t> CJ/INil • 
PART IV .Ma tchi,ng _?.e rs onali ties (assign proper letter in space to 
right) 
21. Chancellor of West Germany ( ..., ) a. Andrei Vishinsky 
b. Dani el 'Malan 
22. President of United Mine Wor ke rs (T ) c. Charles E. Wi l son 
d . Clement Attlee 
23. Secretary of Commerce 0~ ) 
24. Premier of Russia (k ) 
25 . President of South Korea (h ) 
26. Leader of British Lab o r Party (d ) 
e . James B. Conant 
f. Owen Lattimore 
g . Chou En Lai 
h. Sygman Rhee 
i. rrhomas Dewey 
j. Ho Chihminh 
ka Georgi Mal e nkov 
lo Walter Reuther 
27. Dictator of South Africa (b ) m. Ernst Reuter 
n. Konrad Adena uer 
28. u.s. High Commissioner to Germany o. Hesso von Manteuffel 
(e ) p . Henty Cabot Lodge Jr. 
29. Chief U.S. delegate to the U~No(f ) q. Aneur in Bevan 
r . Sinclair Weeks 
30o Chinese Communist leader (fj ) s . Mohammed Mossadegh 
t. John L. Lewis 
